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Abstract.
At the present time there is a great deal of interest in non-linear
acoustoelectrio phenomena in piezoelectrio semiconduotors. The behaviour
of aooustic gain in the large signal regime i8 f\mdamental to an understanding
of these phenomena. In this work we develop a non-linear theory of acousto-
electric gain.
General expressions are derived fOr the dependence of acousto.eleotrio
gain and current on the eleotron density distribution associated with an
acoustio wave propagating through a piezoelectrio semioonductor. The results
are valid for nearly periodio travelling waves with arbitrary harmonic oontent.
It is shown that the frequency of peak gain and the magnitude of the peak
gain both tend to zero as the acoustio wave amplitude increases and the
eleotrons bunch more strongly. These features agree qualitatively with
experimental observations. A quantitative oomparison of the predicted
frequency shift at a given flux level agrees to within an order of magnitude
with available experimental data.
A theor,y for the dependence of acoustic gain on the electric potential
accompanying the acoustic wave is also given. Numerioal computations using
the theor,y again produce a reduction in the aooustio gain and the frequency
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1.1 The Interaction of Acoustic Waves with Conduction Electrons
The interaction of aooustio waves with conduction electrons has been of'
oo~iderable interest for some time. This interaction produces most of the
eleotrical resistanoe in normal metals, and gives rise to an important
oontribution to the scattering of electrons in most semiconductors(1).
The effects of the interaction on the propagation of an acoustic wave
in a conducting solid are threefold. First, the wave is attenuated(2)j
seoond,the velocity of propagation, (the 'sound' velocity), is altered(3),
and third, the interaotion gives rise to an 'acoustoelectric' field or current
in the material(~). These effects will all be discussed in detail in a
subsequent chapter. For the moment only simple qualitative explanations will
be given.
The attenuation of the acoustic wave arises simply because of the fact
that energy may be exchanged between the acoustic wave and the electron system
via the mechanism of interaction. The direction of'energy f'low will be
governed by the average velocity of the electrons relative to the sound velocity.
If the electrons on average drift more slowly than the sound velocity, the
acoustic wave vall tend to drag the electrons along with it, and in doing so
will lose energy and henoe experience attenuation. On the other hand however,
if by application of a suitable d.c. electric f'ield the electrons are caused to
drift through the material at a mean velocity which exceeds that of sound, then
the situation will be reversed, and energy will be fed from the electron system
!uto the aooustic wave with its consequent amplification(S). It is this
possibility of amplification which has brought about a great upsurge of interest
and aotivity, both theoretical and experimental, in the field of acoustio wave
propagation in oonducting solids in recent years. A great deal more will be
aaid about this presently.
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The coupling between the acoustic wave and the electron can be regarded,
quite generally, as giving rise to a modification in the effective elastic
constants of the material. From this point of view, the attenuation (or gain),
is due to the introduction of an im4ginary contribution to the elastic constants.
The associated modification of the real parts of the elastic constants is
responsible for the alteration of the sound velocity.
In a ddition to providing a mechanism for energy interchange between the
acoustic wave and the electron system, the coupling also allows momentum to
be exchanged. This momentum exchange produces an effectb!e force acting on
the electrons which manifests itself as an 'acoustoelectric' field or current.
1.2 Mechanisms of Interaction
The mechanisms by which acoustic '~ves interaot with conduction electrons
can be divided into several types, each of which is important in different
classes of materials or in differing ranges of frequency or conductivity. These
have recently been discussed in detail in a review article by spector(6). We
shall briefly summarise the different types of interaction here.
The passage of an acoustic wave through a solid will give rise to an
oscillatory motion of the atoms which constitute the solid. This motion will
modify the effective potential field which a conduction electron will experience
in the lattice, and hence produce interaction. The form that this effective
c~ of potential takes depends on the nature of the material considered.
For sUbstances containing a large number of free electrons such as metals,
it is important to take account of the screening effect of the electrons on the
motion of the metal ions. This has been done(7) by visualising the acoustic
wave as giving rise to ionic currents which produce electric fields which in
turn produce electron currents. The self-consistent field which results from
this prooess may be oalculated using Maxwell's equations with the ion and
eleotron ourrents as sources. This self oonsistent field, which turn3 out to
be proportional to the eleotron density, provides the so-called 'eleotro-
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magnetic' interaction which is responsible for the major part of acoustic
attenuation in metals, where the eleotron density is large _ 1023 om-3•
This interaction is independent of the frequency of the acoustic wave.
For semiconductors, the screening effects of free electrons are not
so important in normal ranges of conductivity. In this case, the motion
of the atoms induced by the passage of the acoustic ,mve changes the
electrostatic potential in the lattice. In an ionic mater~al, this potential
will consist of two parts j a long range Coulomb part produced by the
effective ionic charges, and a short range part arising from multipole and
other sources within the neutral part of the atoms. The change in potential
associated with the motion of the ionic charges may be represented by a
polarisation wa.ve in the material. For acoustic waves of reasonably long
wavelengths, this polarisation may be expanded as a series in the strain
produced by the acoustic wave, and its derivatives. For materials which lack
inversion symmetry, the term proportional to the strain itself is in general
non-vanishing and the coefficient of the strain is the piezoelectric tensor
for the material. The polarisation field produced by this term gives rise
to 'pieEoelectric' scattering(8), and the polarisation, being proportional to
strain, can be shown to give rise to a potential which is independent of the
aooustic wave frequenoy.
For ionic materials which are oentro-symmetric however, the piezoelectriC
oontribution to the polarisation vanishes, and the lowest order non-vanishing
term in the series is the one proportional to the 1st derivative of the str~
The interaction produced by this type of term, (or indeed higher terms), has
not as far as the author knows, been discussed in detail or given a name
anywhere in the literature. The potential produoed by it will vary as the
1st power of the aooustio wave frequency.
The effects produced by the change in the short range part of the
potential are of primary importance in non-ionic materials. In this case,
it is found that the change of potential itself may be expanded in the strain
and its derivatives. The term proportional to the strain givea rise to
'deformation-potential' coupling, so called because the coefficient of this
term may be related to the change in electronic band structure with strain(9).
Because of this proportionality to strain,the deformation potential interaotion
varies as the frequency of the acoustic v~ve. It is this dependence on
frequency which makes deformation potential coupling the most important
mechanism at high frequencies in most materials.
Besides the interaction mechanisms outlined above, there is an
additional coupling known as magnetoelastio coupling ~1ich is present in
magnetic materials. This mechanism will not concern us 'here.
1.3 Acoustic Wave Amulification
We shall now return to a qualitative consideration of the possibility of
obtaining acoustic wave amplification by interaction with supersonic electrons
in the light of the various coupling mechanisms outlined above.
The particular feature of semiconductors which distinguishes them from
metals in this connection is their relatively low conductivity, which is
typically in the order of a few (Ohm-cm)-1. Because of tilis,the dielectric
~2 ~8relaxation time in a typical semiconductor is ~ 10 sec compared with _10 sec
in a metal. This means that in a semiconductor it is possible to produce
appreciable spatial 'bunChing' of electrons by the propagation of an acoustio
wave at presently attainable ultrasonic frequencies. (The limit of attain-
ability is set by the fact the lattice loss (see Chap. 2), increases with
increasing frequency. The present maximum frequenoy possible i8 .....10 GHz).
As will be seen in Chapter 2, aooustoelectric amplification depends on the
existence of such bunching, 80 that any amplification in metals would be
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extremely small at ultrasonic frequencies where dielectric relaxation would
be extremely rapid. In addition, the passage of supersonic electrons
through a metal would dissipate suffioient power as Joule heating (at 1 W/cm
this is typically ....1012 watts/cm3 in a metal), to certainly melt and
probably vaporise the metall It was those two features which focussed
attention on semiconductors as the most likely oandidates for the observation
of acoustio amplifioation in practice.
The first discussion of the acoustoelectric effect with special reference
to semiconductors was given by G. Weinreich in 1956(10). Prior to this a
number of authors had studied the theory of acoustic attenuation in metals(11 )-(15~
In his original paper Weinreich was primarily concerned with the theory of the
'acoustoelectric' effect in non-polar semiconductors such as Germanium and
Silicon. In these materials, as mentioned in 1.2, the coupling between the
acoustic wave and the oonduction eleotrons arisesthrough deformation potential
interaction. Because of the linear frequency dependence of this effect, it
has been found subsequently that at present ultrasonio frequencies, this
ooupling gives rise to only a small effect. However, in the course of his
discussion, Weinreich noted that if the electrons were subjected to a d.c.
electric field which oaused them to drift faster than sound in the material,
then the sign of the acoustic attenuation became reversed, and energy and
momentum were transferred to the acoustic ?~ve \nth its consequent amplification.
Also, Weinreich showed that the momentum transfer to the acoustic wave was
reflected in the current through the material by the appearance of an
'acoustoelectric' current in addition to the ohmic current. He developed a
formula for this acouseoe Iectr-i,current in terms of the acoustic flux and
attenuation per unit length which has subsequently become known a s the
'Weinreich relation'. This formula showed that the sign of the acoustoelectrio
current reversed when amplification of the acoustic wave was aohieved. It i'6.S
these two discoveries by Weinreich which laid the foundations for modern
studies of aOou8toe~eotrio effeots.
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The next cruoial step in the development of the subjeot oame in 1961
when Hutson, MoFee and Vlhite(16) reported the first observed amplifioation
of 15 and 45 MHz, acoustio waves in the piezoelectrio semiconduotor cadmium
sulphide (CdS). Strong amplifioation of the waves was observed when the
eleotrons were drifted through the material at a velocity in exceas of that
of sound, in agreement with Weinreich' 8 prediction. The strength of the
interaotion was due to the fact that at ultrasonic frequencies (up to a few
GHz~ pie~oelectr.ic ooupling is very much more pronounced than is deformation
potential coupling. It was this demonstration of the feasibility of acoustic
amplification by Hutson, McFee and White, which has been responsible for the
rapid growth of interest in a.coustoelectrics since 1961, not only because of
the technological significance of the amplification process itself, but
because of the discovery of various related phenomena in its wake. Some of
these will be discussed in 1.4.
The;experimental arrangement used by Hutson et al. is illustrated
diagramatioa11y below.
t c a..¥'\.~ ¢ u.C(2 c So
/ "'-C.()\J~I(, ... v>c..",q_ ~
Cd.S
In 1962, D.L. White(17) gave the small signal theory of the
amplification process in a piezoelectric semiconductor. A detailed
aooount of this will be given in chapter 2. For acoustic vQves of small
amplitude, the predictions of White's theory agreed wall with the
experimental results of Hutson et al. The major result of White's work
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was the derivation of a formula for the gain per unit length of an acoustic
wave of a small amplitude propagating in a piezoelectric aemiconductor. The
formula gave the variation of the gain with applied d.c. electric field, (i.e.
eleotron drift velocity), with the frequency of the acoustic wave_ and with
the oonduotivity of the material.
Sinoe 1962, most interest, both theoretical and experimental, has been
oentred around the discovery of nonlinear acoustoelectric phenomena which
occur when large amplitude acoustic waves propagate in piezoelectric
semioo nduotors. These effects which are the primary ooncern of present
work, and indeed the priJmry conoern of present day experimental investigations
will be described in the next section.
1.4 Non-Linear Acoustoelectric Effects in Piezoelectric Semiconductors
In 1963, R.W. Smith(18) measured the current-voltage characteristic of
a sample of CdS and found that the current exhibited saturation above a certain
voltage. This observation was confirmed and further investigated by other
workera(19)-(22). Current saturation of apparently similar origin has been
subsequently observed in other piezoelectric semiconductors, CdSe(23),
GaSb(24), and ZnO(25).
The evidence that the saturation is acouatoelectric in origin is threefold.
First, the estimated eleotron drift velocity at the field where saturation
begins is olose to the velocity of acoustic vnves in the direction of the current.
Second, if the current is plotted against the time after the. application of the
voltage, then it is found that the current initially reaches the ohmic value
and then decays to an equilibrium value. This is illustrated below.
I \'.\,t'~,,\ "o..l ...Q..
I
The time required to establish equilibrium v-asf'ound to be characteristic of
the rate of growth of acoustic waves from thermal noise by acoustoelectric
amplif'ication. Third, the rate of deoay of current after the voltage pulse
was removed, was typical of the rate of loss of energy of a ooustic waves to
eleotrons and other phonons (26).
Explanations of current saturation have been given by several authors(27}-(3:1)
In most cases the explanations depend on the existence of the acoustoelectric
ourrent predicted by Weinreich. As we shall see later this acoustoelectrio
current arises from a non-linearity in the conduction current associated with
the acoustio wave. When the voltage across the sample is increased, the
ohmio ourrent rises, but 50 also does the acoustoeleotrio current due to the
additional growth of aooustic waves. Under conditions of acoustic gain,the
acoustoelectrio current represents a loss of momentum from the electron system
and hence will be in opposition to the ohmic current. If the ohmic and
acoustoelectric currents increase at roughly the same rate with applied voltage,
then the differenoe between them will be approximately constant, i.e. the total
current w.l.llexhibit saturation.
When the electrio field is examined in a .aample of CdS under conditions of
ourrent saturation, it is found (32) that it exhibits strong non-uniformity. The
distribution of d.c. field along a sample is found to be of the form indicated




Again, one can give plausible arguments for this observation based on the
concept of acoustoelectric current. At the cathode end of the sample,
the acoustic flux will be small and therefore so will the acoustoelectrio
ourrent. At the anode the opposite vall be true owing to the gain
experienoed by acoustic waves along the saInple,i.e. the acoustic flux and
the acoustoelectric current will both be large. Since the total current
(i.e. ohmic-acoustoelectric), must be constant along the sample due to
current oontinuity, it follows that the conduction current, and henoe the
d.c. electric field, must be large where the acoustoelectric current is large
as is the case indicated in the diagr~
The ourrent saturation described above occurs in fairly low conductivity
. 4-CdS typically _10 ohm cm. Since 1965 many authors have observed a d.i£ferent
phenomenon in high conductivity (typically 10 ohm cm) CdS(33)-(38) and several
other piezoelectric semiconductors. On application of a voltage greater than
that required to produce acoustic gain, oscillations v~re found in the current
passing through the IDaterial. Studies of these current oscillations indicate I
that they are produced by the periodic propagation of domains of high acoustic
:fluxand d.c. electric field. The c urrentoscillates between the ohmic value
when the domain is absent and the saturated value when the domain is present.
The domains propagate at a velocity close to that of sound. Once for.med, the
domains are found to travel with appro:d.mately stable size and shape, although
the details of the shape of the domain seem.to depend to some extent on the
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excitation conditions(39). This would seem to indicate that the total
acoustic gain in a fully formed domain is zero. Brillouin soattering
experiments (40) have revealed that the domains contain a large spread in
acoustio wave frequencies. The predominant frequency is found to be
substantially below that which should be maximally amplified on the basis
of Yfuite's small signal theory (see Chap. 2), the reduotion being up to an
order of magnitude.
So far, only plausibility arguments have been given for the existenoe
of these domaina. Essentially these arguments run as follows. As we shall
see in Chap. 2, the aooustic gain increases as the conductivity of the
material increases. It is conjected therefore, that in high conductivity
CdS because of the high acoustic gain, the aooustoelectrio current may increase
so rapidly with applied voltage as to produce a negative resistance region in
the current-voltage characteristic. This negative resistance will then lead
to instability and domain propagation in much the eame way as in the Gunn
effect(41 )-(42~ While this argument is plausible, it is not very satisfactory
since it does not allow one to develop a detailed theory of domain shapes,
sizes etc. The calculation of these features will require the development
of a realistic non-linear theory.
Another form of instability has recently been observed in thin platelets
of cas(43). These platelets are several hundred microns long with polished
parallel end faces. On application of a voltage greater than that required
to produce acoustic gain, current oscillations are observed in the external
circuit. These osoil1ations are found to be at frequencies vmich are
integral multiples of the fundamental mode frequency of the platelet.
A simple analysis(44) based on White's small-signal theory of acoustoe1ectric
gain has indicated that the instability may be expected when conditions of
'round trip gain' in the resonant platelet are achieved. This means that
the gain of an aooustio wave travelling with the e1eotron stream must be
greater than the loss entailed by reflection at the end faces and by the
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journey in opposition to the electron stream. For a voltage just in excess of
the threshold which produces round trip gain, it is found that the modes which
are present in the current spectrum are those closest to the frequency which
would have the largest gain on the basis of the simple linear theory. For
voltages well in excess of threshold however, it is found that the mode speotrum
shifts to lower frequencies. Again it seems that for large acoustic wave
amplitudes, the total acoustic gain reduoes to zero (in order to yield a
stable amplitude), and the frequency at which peak gain ooours shifts towards
lower frequenoies.
A realistic non-linear theory which aceo unts for all of the observed
features in the phenomena outlined above has not yet been developed. In
the present work, the author has ooncentrated on what seems to be the most
traotable, and at the same time most fundamental aspeot of large signal
acoustoeleotrio phenomena, namely the study of acoustoelectric gain in the
non-linear regime. It is hoped that ultimately this will provide some insight
and guidanoe as to how to taokle the various non-linear effects described above.
There are two distinct features which emerge from the experiments already
mentioned. First, it seems clear that the acoustio gain deoreases as the
amplitude of the acoustic wave increases, and second the frequency at which
maximum aooustio gain occurs seems to shift to lower frequenoies as the
aooustio wave amplitude rises. Any non-linear theory of the acoustoelectric
gain prooess will therefore have to incorporate these two effeots. The obdect
of this work is to produce such a theory. The results of this study are
given in Chapters 3-5. As an introduction to this however, the small-signal
linear theory of the amplification process is described in the next chapter.
Generation of the 2nd harmonic of an injeoted sound wave is clearly
feasible in the non-linear regime and has been observed by several authors(45~47).
This again is a oonsequenoe of the non-linearity in the oonduotion current
mentioned above. Theories of this effect have also be given(45),(47).
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Another phenomenon of interest observed under large signal condition in
amplifying CdS is that of collective wave or 'second sound' propagation. It
has been reported(48) that when a pulse of sound was injected into a piece
of amplif'ying CdS, two pulses emerged, one having travells d at a velocity
less than that of sound in the direction of propagation. It has been
proposed(49)-(50) that the trailing pulse is not a single sound wave, but
rather a distribution of sound waves amplified from the thermal background
which have a coherent amplitude modulation. This amplitude modulation
would propagate 'at some average velocity of the participating sound waves.
Because it is only the oomponent of sound velocity in the direction of
propagation which is of importance, the velocity of the collective wave is
lower than the sound velocity. The non-linearity is responsible for the
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Chapter 2
THE LINEAR SMALL SIGNAL THEORY OF
ACOUSTOELECTRIC AMPLIFICATION IN PIEZOELEcrcRIC SRHCONDUCTORS
-17-
2.1 Classical and Quantum Theories of Acoustic Amplification
Two distinct approaches have been used in developing theories of
acoustic amplification in piezoelectric semiconductors. One is the
classical or phenomenological approach which is valid at reasonably
low frequencies. The other is the so-callea quantum approach which is
correot at high frequencies. The transition between the two approaches
ocours at frequencies such that the acoustic wavelength is in the order
of the mean free path of the electrons.
In the language of the classical theory, one speaks of electric
currents and space charges which interact wi.th the piezoelectric field
produced by the propagation of an acoustic wave (1) • Both the electrons
and the acoustic wave are treated phenomenologically. If k is the vave
vector of the acoustic wave and w its angular frequency and e and ~ are
the averaged electron mean free path and relaxation time respectively,
then the classical description will hold provided ke, « 1 and w't « 1.
The second inequality may be rerrritten as kevs/Vth« 1 where Vs and vth
are the sound and thermal velocities respectively. We have used here
the relations w = kvs and 't = e/vth. Since Vs is typically of order
105 c~sec and vth is at room temperature of order 10
7 cmVsec,\~ see that
the inequality kt « 1 is the more stringent requil~ment for the validity of
a classical description. If ke > 1 this picture breaks down. It is not
possible to speak of an electron distribution which is in equilibrium with
a local electrio field wave when the electron mean free path is larger
than the wavelength.
In the regime where ke » 1~ w't » 1, one must use the quantum
picture. Here one speaks of electrons interacting with acoustic phonona
of well defined energy and momentum and the interaction process is
described in terms of the emission and absorption of phonons(2). In this
case the w't » 1 inequality is the more stringent. As kt and w't dimin:i.sh
towards unity this picture fails. \Vhen the mean free path of the electrons
decreaaes,the unoertainty in their energy and momentum increases. If this
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uncertainty becomes roughly equal to the energy and manentum of the
acoustio phonons, then_ the interaction can no lon@9r be meaningfully
described in terms of phonon absorption and emission.
A more unified appI'88ch to the problem of reconciling the two
descriptions has recently been given by Nal~ura and Yamashita(3).
'.rheseauthors have developed a microscopic theory of the interaction
process starting from a Hamiltonian, which reduces naturally to
.both pictures in the correct limits. Their treatment is however,
extreme~ complex and will not be discussed fUrther here.
Typically, at room temperature the mean free path for electrons
in CdS, (and zinc oxide, ZnO), which we shall primarily be concerned
with is _ 10-7 cm(4). This means that a classical description of
acoustoelectric interaction vall be valid for frequencies up to about
100 GHz, (since the sound velocity _ 105 cm/sec). This is an order of
magnitude above presently attainable ultrasonic frequencies, and so a
classical description will be us ed throughout the present work.
2.2 The General Classical Small-Signal TheorY of Acoustoelectric
Amplification in Piezoelectric Semiconductors
As is customary in this subject we shall henceforth use rationali~ed
mek.s. units throughout. Notation will be defined as required and a
table of all symbols used is provided at the end of the work.
In this section, we shall be conoerned with the propagation of
mechanical strain waves in an elastic solid, and their coupling to electro-
magnetic and space charge waves. Because we shall be limited to
frequencies < 100 G-Hz by the use of a classical theory, this means that
the smallest wavelength we shall need to consider will be _ 10-8 metre. In
view of the faot that this dimension is very much larger than a typical
crystal lattice spacing, we can treat the solid as an elastic continuum.
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The general equation of motion(5) for an elastic solid is obtained
by equating the internal stress force aTij/axj to the product of the





T .. is the stress tensor at a point in the body, u. is the local
~J ~
mechanical displacement in the medium, the suffices refer to Cartesian
components along the coordinate directions xj, and the summation
convention over repeated suffices is employed.
In a pisZX)electric material, the stress will be a £\mctional of the
strain and the electric field. If the wavelength of the disturbance
produced by the presence of an acoustic wave in the material is large
compared to the crystal lattice spacing, which we established above is the
case for ultrasonic frequencies, then the l~lation vall be a local one.
Approximately the same requirement will ensure that the relation is
1n.stantaneous. In this case we may expand the stress tensor in powers
of the strain tensor and the electric field. Provided that the strains
are ~ot too large, «< 1), i.e. that the change in length of a wULt cell
is a small fraction of the lattice spacing a, and that the electric fields
developed are small compared to typical atomic fields, (_ electron charge/
a2), then the expansion may be curtaile d at the linear terms. The
coefficients of these linear terms may be taken to be functions of
temperature provided that the angular frequency 00 of the acoustic wave is small
compared to the relaxation time governing the approach to local equilibrium
of the phonon distribution function. In a period of the acoustic wave,
heat will be transmitted over a distance jK/oo (6), (K is the thermal
conductivity), which will be small compared to the wavelength A = 3nv looe
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2 2/provided CA) « 4-rr Vs le. For a typioal semiconduotor,this means that if
CA) « 1()(X)GHz, then the passage of an acoustic wave may be regarded as
adiabatio and the ooefficients in the expansion may be taken to have
their adiabatio values.
Under these oonditions then, we may finally write down the deaired
oonatitutive relation(7):
Tij = °iJkt Skt - 8kijEk
where
Skt 1 ( a~ ~)= aXe +2 aXk
(2.2)
is the strain tensor, 0ijkt the elastio tensor of the nnterial, ekij the
piezoeleotric tensor-of the ma.terial and Ek is the electric field veotor.
It can be shown that
0ijkt = °ij.ek = Cljikt = 0ke,ijand ekij = 8kji (8) -
In equation (2.2) we have, in writing the constitutive relation as a funotion
of the local thermodynamic variables, neglected irreversible effect which
Qocur when an elastio wave propagates in a solid., These irreversible
prooesses convert mechanical energy into heat and give rise to the ao-called
'lattice loss'. We show in Appendix 2.1 that these effects may be taken
account of, (as tar as wave propagation is ooncerned), by the addition of an
imaginary part to the elastic oonstants.
Equation (2.2), when used in oonjunction with equation (2.1), couples
the meohanical strain to the electric field. The equations governing the
electromagnetic properties of an n-type semiconductor with which we shall be





(2.5)vx!!= j + at
v.~ = 0 (2.6)
= p = - q(n-n )o
where § is the magnetic induction, li the magnetic field, 12. theelectrio
displaoement, p the spaoe oharge density and ~ the conduction current density.
q is the magnitude of the e lectronio charge, n the electron density and.n. 0
the equilibrium electron density.
To complete the set of equations, we require additional constitutive
relations determining b E" and j, in term:3of the other variables. If' we
make similar assumptions to these used in writing downthe constitutive
relation for stress, then we maywrite
(2.8)
€i' E.J J
where ~M is the magnetic permability, which will be assumed isotropic for
simplicity, and €ij is the dielectric permittivity tensor. These will be
taken to have their low frequency values since ultrasonic frequencies are
well below resonances causing optical dispersion. The fact that the
thermodynamic
tensor eit~) ap(p:~:3Jin (2.(9~)a consequence of the
relation, as =- aE • Strictly speaking,
ij E k S
the
piezoelectric
thermodynamioreasoning employed in deriving this relation is only valid
for reversible prooesses. The propagation of an acoustio \~ve in a
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conducting piezoelectric is not reversible. However, provided the decay
(or growth) o~ the aooustic wave is small over a wavelength, the processes
involved may be treated as ve ry nearly reversible 80 that serious deviations
from the a bove relation should not occur.
The constitutive relatiorr determining'the conduction current j is
derived from the Boltzmann transport equation. Provided CIY'I: « 1 and ke. « 1
this relation may be written
(2.10)
nwhere ~j and Dij are the electronic mobility and diffusion tensors, assumed
to be independent of the electric ~eld. This neglects possible hot electron
e,f'feotswhich can become important at fields ....106 W/m in CdS(10).
The equation (2.10) contains the only non-linearity in the system of
equations (2.1)-(2.10), the nonlinearity appearing in the produot nE,' in the
oonduction current.
We shall be interested in the propagation of small amplitude waves,in
a piezoelectric semiconductor subjected to an applied d.c. electric ~eld~,
with an equilibrium electron density equal to DO. To obtain an equation
valid for small a.c. perturbations about this d.c. state, we lineariae
equation (2.1Q) to obtain.
where CTij= noql-lj_jis the conductivity tensor for the material and we have
denoted d.c. variab~s by the subscript 0; a.c. perturbations will ~or
the moment be denoted by primed variables. The equations (2.1)-(2.9) and
(2.11) constitute a complete set of equations for the study of the
. (11)-(12)propagation of aoousto-eleotromagnetic waves in piezoelectr1o materials •
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Since we are interested in wave propagation in an infinite medium,
we shall take all a.c. quantities to have the space-time dependence of
a travelling wave with wave vector k, (which we allow to be complex to
take aocount of spatial growth)_ and real frequenoy w. For example
we write
!' (x,t)
i(1s.~-wt)= lit e + 0.0 (2,12)
where c.o. denotes complex conjugate.
Substitution of the travelling wave form in the equations leads,
after some manipulation, to a secular equation determining the complex
dispersion relation of the coupled acousto-electromagnetic waves. In
gem ral, this is extremely oomplicated. Howexa r, since weare only
interested in the acoustic like part of the dispersion relation, a large
degree of simplification may be achieved by noting that at ultrasonic
frequencies, the electromagnetic field aocompanying an acoustic wave will
be predominantly electrostatio in nature. This means that the a.c. electrio
field lit may be derived solely from a scalar potential ~' and 80 is purely
longitudinal. This means that equation (2.4) may be replaced by
v x E' = 0 i.e.
lit :: - V~· (2.13)
The rigorous justification for this procedure is complex and will be
relegated to Appendix 2.2. It is shown there,that the correotions
introduced by retaining the transverse electric fiel~re8ult in additional
terms in the acoustic dispersion relation of order (vs/c)2, where Vs is
the sound velocity,andois the velocity of light in vaouua, These
oorreotions will therefore be small.
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Taking the divergenoe of equation (2.5) yields the equation of
ourrent continuity:
V.j' + = 0
where the d.o. parts vanisho
Because of the condition V x~' = O~ equation (2.14-)may be seen to
replaoe equations (2.4-)-(2.6). From (2.1) and (2.2) together with
(2.13) we have,on using the travelling wave form (2.12).
(2.15)
Substitution of (2.9) and (2.11) into (2.14-)gives on using (2.7):
cI>' II
u. k e ,.."k b [00 + le u.._ E + ik k Dn ]
. le P p"""" v n=nm om n m nm (2.16)




is a modified complex elastio constant and
x= + ik k 0".n m nm
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Equation (2.17) determines the form of the acoustic modes of propagation.
The oomplex dispersion relation for acoustic waves follows immediately
from the consistenoy oondition on (2.17), i.e.
= 0 (2.20)
2.3 White's One-Dimensional Theory of Acoustic Amplifica.tion in
Piezoelectrio Semiconductors
\V.hilethe three-dimensional theory given in 2.2 is instructive, much
of the physics is obsoured by the oomplexity of the tensor nota.tion. In
tl1is seotion therefore, the theory is briefly presented in a 1-dimensional
form as given originally by White(13), and the results are discussed in
detail. The general 3-dimensional results will be given in sections 2.4
and 2.5.
We shall consider the one-dimensional situation in which the electric
field E, the electric displacement D and the strain S each have only one
component which is a :£'unctionof the position coordinate x, and time t.
In one-dimension it is expedient to employ the following sign convention •.
Electric fields, electric displacements, and currents which point in the
negative x-directionwill be rmasured positive. With this convention,
acoustic waves will amplify in the positive x-direction at high positive,
applied d.c. field strengths. All other vector quantities
will be measured positive along the positive x axis. In one-dimension,















D' = ~E' _ eSt
where v; = alp is the velocity of sound in the absence of piezoelectrio
'(lac: t)coupling. Insertion of the travelling wave form el. -w into these
equations and elim:i.nB.t:ingn' and D' from (2.22)-(2.24) gives two equa tiona
:iJl E' and S' whioh yield the complex dispersion equation
2
_k2) ~ Eok Cl) k~(~ (1 - + i ( _£ + ---1! »
v..s Cl) Cl) Cl)
K2 k2 ~ Eok ik2u )(1 - n (2.25)= +
Cl) Cl)
where Cl) = er/€. is the inverse of the dielectrio relaxation time and theo
dimensionless parameter ~ = e2/~o is known as the electromechanical
coupling constant. If the piezoeleotrio ooupling is reduced to zero,
i.e. K2 = 0, then equation (2.25) has two roots. The first,
~ = vs' is the acoustio root, while the 2nd root given by
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ro = ~ok - i(ooO + k2Dn) desoribes the propagation of damped spaoe charge waves.
We shall not be concerned with these space charge waves since !l0rm~,llythey are
very heavily damped and do not playa part in acoustoelectric phenomena.
However~ we note in passing that under some ciroumstanoes(14) they require
mre careful consideration.
2Since the eleotromechanical coupling constant K is small, (typically
-2 ~~
_ 10 )" we may solve (2.48) by a perturbation treatment. We have for the
perturbed aooustio root
(2.26)
where we have replaoed w/k by Vs in the right hand side" since corrections
to this will be of a higher order in K2. Y = 1 - B/Es' where Es = vs/~
is the synchronous field at which the electron drift velocity is equal to Vs
and ron = v:tDn is a frequency characteristic of electronic diffusion.
Solving (2.26) for k = k + ik. we find, to 1st order in K2, that the realr J.
and imaginary parts of the wave vector k are given by
k =r Lvs






Equation (2.28) gives the attenuation or growth of the acoustio wave
due to piezoelectrio coupling. The perturbed velocity of sound
V'
S
= ~ follows from (2.27) aa
r
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2 SlL. ( we ~))(y + -+K2 w.o Wv' ::I V 1 + - (2.29)e a 2
2 + ( we ~)2-+y CA) ~
Using equation (2.26) together with equations (2.21)-(2~~) we may
relate the oomplex amplitudes of the various waves. We find for example
that
Et e= -€
(Y + ~) S'
(y + i (~+:;))
and
nt = E'
It is of interest to plot the dispersion and attenuation curves given by
(2.27) and (2.28) as functions of applied d.c. electric field and frequency.
We do this below
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1( •..
It is olear from (2.29) that for small 00, v' + v •s s This is a consequence
of the faot that at low frequencies the space charge always has time to
adjust itself in such a way as to short out the alternating piezoelectric
field. For large 00, we see that v! + Vs [1 + t ~]. In this limi~the
space charge has no time to redistribute itself and the material behaves
like a piezoelectric insulator. For large Iyl i.e. large applied d.c.
field in either direction v~ ~ va [1 + iK2J.
From (2.28) we find the behaviour of k. as indicated above. The
J.
CUl"V'eof ki against y may be understood as follows. The attenuation ~
is essentially the product of two factors. First, the factor y which
determines the direction of energy transfer. For y positive i.e.
Eo < Ea the sound wave is attenuated; for y negative, E > E the soundo a
wave is amplified i.e. ~ < o. The other factor in equation (2.28)
determines the degree of synchronism which exists between the electrons
and the aooustio ,~ve. This is a maximum for Eo = Es(i.e. y = o)~
and. falls off aa y departs from this valw.
The ki versus frequency curve also has a simple interpretation. It is
clear from physical considerations that the growth of the acoustio wave will
depend on the number of eleotrons in regions of decele rative a.o. electrio
field relative to the number of eleotrons in regions of aooelerative,
(alone positive x-direotion) a.o. electrio field.
in the deoelerative(negative)a.o. eleotrio fielns will transfer energy to
Tho electroll8
the aooustio wave, while those in the acoelerative, (positive) a.e. electrio
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fields will absorb energy from the acoustic wave. Equation (2.31) determines
the phase of nt relative to E'.
see that n' is in antiphase to Et so that energy is transferred to the
acoustic wave and gain occurs. For y > 0 the opposite is true and
attenuation ooc~.
,
As w increases the peak of n' moves backwards
relative to Et until at large frequenoies, ( ~ » Iyl ), the eleotrons are
D
symmetrioally disposed with respect to region of positive and negative a.c.
electrio fields. In this Oase the acoustic gain will clearly be zero. The
two situations are illustrated below.
E.' E.I
The number of electrons nt is given by (2.31). From (2.30) we see
that Et a.Dd. therefore n' is small when W «wo. nt is also clearly small
when Cl)» oon. Vie therefore only expect significant acouatic gain when
the frequency Cl)is in the rang~Cl)o ~ Cl)~ Wn. n' is small when Cl)« Wo
due to the fact that at low frequencies, the eleotronshave time to
redistribute themselves due to dielectrio relaxation in a period of the
acoustic vave. At high frequencies, electronic diffusion acts in a Similar
fashion to reduce n'.
It is not diffioult to show (by differentiation of (2.28)h that the
Wopeaka on the attenuation (or gain) versus y curve oocur at y = ± ( ~ + ~)
and that the peak on the attenuation (or gain) curve versus frequenoy occurs
Also, we find that the gain or attenuation inoreases with
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Wo (or conduotivity), if y2 +
These features de801~bed above are the main results of the small
signal. one-dimensional theory of acoustoele,ctric amplification. In
the next two sections we shall outline the theory in three dimensions
applied to a crystal of the v~zite structure (e.g. CdS).
2.4 Propagation in a Non-Conducting Hexagonal Crystal of the 6 mm
Class in Zero d.c. Electric Field
The materials of most interest in connection with the acousto-
electric effect at the present time are the piezoelectric semiconductors
CdS and. ZnO. Both of these belong to the crystal class 6 ~ We shall
aocordingly study the propagation of acoustic waves in a 6 mm crystal
using the theory developed in section 2.2. We follow here and in the
next section, some unpublished work of E.G.S. Paige.
Before studying propagation in a piezoelectric material it is
instructive to look at the acoustic modes which propagate in the absence
of piezoelectric coupling in a crystal beIcngfng to the class 6 mm. We
do this in this section. In writing down the seoular equation (2.20),
we shall use a contracted notation for the eL~stic constants, (and later
for the piezoelectric constants). This notation together with the
requirements imposed by hexagonal symmetry, is given in Appendix 2.3.
Since there is no piezoelectric coupling, ~ = (k1, kZ' k3) is
purely real. We label our Cartesian axes 1, 2, 3 and these are chosen
as in Appendix 2.3. The seoular equation (2.20) beoomes in this case.
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= 0 (2.32)
Equation (2.32) may be simplified by choosing the ~ vector to lie along
particular symmetry directions. VIe list these as follows. The directions
are defined in the Appendix 2.3. The polarisation of the modes follows
after using the solutions of (2.32) in equation (2.17).
Propagation Parallel to c-axis:
From (2.32) and (2.17) we find
polarised transverse to l$, (shear)




Propagation in Basal Plane k = (~.~, 0)
2
(~) = c41iP shear (parallel to c-eod.s)k
(~)2 = c6r/p shear (in basal plane perp to 1$)k
2
(~) = c11/p longitudinal (in basal plane)k
Propagation in the 1-3 Plane ~ = (k1, 0, k3)
This case is slightly llllore complicated since the waves do not now
decouple simply as in the preceeding cases •. The v~ve polarised normal










The modesassociated with this are mixed l)hear ana longitudinal.
However, because of the small ani30tropy usually found in 6 mmcrystals
these maybe identified as quasi longitudinal and quasi shear.
Propagation in an Arbitrary Direction le =
By applying a rotation of axes about the c-axis, it is possible to
transform this case into the preceeding one. This is because a hexagonal
crystal is elastically isotropic as far as rotations about the c-axi,a
are concerned. If we rotate axes through an angle a suoh that
k2 = '- Ie:, sin a + kz cos a. = 0, then Viefind thA.t the secular equation becomes
identioal with (2.22) except that ~ is replaced by (l{ + ~)';.. This
replacement in the results of the preceeding case yields the general formulae.
Again the modepolarised normal to the 1<.1, ~ plane is decoupled.
For CdSthe values of the elastic constants are given in table 2.1 (15)
Table 2.1
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2.5 Propagation in a 6 mm Crystal with Piezoelectric Coupling in an
Applied d.c. Electric Field
We shall now include the effects of piezoelectric coupling to the
free carriers and the application of a d.c. electric field. Onee aga.Ln,
the requirements imposed by hexagonal symmetry, together with the
contracted notation are given in Appendix 2.3.
(conductivity etc), are now diagonal, e.g. ~mn
All 2nd rank tensors,
= ~(m) & where theron
upper suffix is not aummed..- From (2.19), the quantity X becomes
'X
[w + k ll(n)E + ik k Dn(n)]= ~n~r__~o~n~ __~n~n~ ___
kmkm~(m)[w+ ~~(n)Eon+ ~knDn(n)J + ~~~(n)
(2.35)





We see that throuahout these equatLons, only two oombd.na.tLona of the
elements of the piezoeleotrio tensor appear. These will be labelled
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where a = ~/k, fJ = Yk, Y = k3/k (y here should not be confused with
y used in the one-dimensional theory), are the direction cosines of the
~ veotor. We shall find in the following that we can always write the
2
dispersion relation in a form like k2 = ~ where 0" is some
'cn
effective combination of elastic constants involving the direction cosines
of ~,k itself and the piezoelectric constants. Writing k = ~ + iki where
if the piezoelectrio coupling is small kr » ki we have
2 2 2k = k - k. + 2ik k.r 1. r 1. =
2
w P (Rec" - i :uno")
i.e. since Reo" » !mo" we have
i.e. v's =
where v· is the new velocity of sound, including piezoeleotric couplings
and
1
~ • - '2
2
Imc" w e 1
- '2 .J.IL_ !mo"pV;(Rec")2 kr
where Vs is the velocity of sound in the absence of piezoelectric coupling.
We shall now apply this to acoustic wave propagation along various
directions in a conducting piezoelectrio 6 mm crystal in an applied d.o.
electric field.
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Propagation Parallel to the c-axis k = (0, O. k3). a = P = 0, y = 1
From (2.36)- (2.38)the secular equation is
2 2 0 0-Cl) p + 041+ kj
0 2 2 0 = 0""'tI) p + 041+ le}
0 0 2 224-w p + 033 k3 + e3 kj 'X
(2.4-1)
For the 1st two rOots we have
.JL - Vs =J~ - shear wave pol. perp. to a-rodsk -r
k. = 0a,
For the last root we have










= - -2 (2.43)
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From (2.35) m have
x :=
~ [ k; E • k2 Dn ..- ~/ J-) E'33 Cl.) + --)1-133 03 + 1. 3 33 + ..LQ 33' E'33
Im X = - ~31E'33 (Cl.) + k3 ~33 EO})
~ <}} [(~ + k} ~}} E03)2+(~ D;} +
Henoe from (2.43)
We therefore see that the shear wave propagating parallel to the
c-axis is unaffected by the piezoelectric coupling, while the longitudinal
wave grows or decays with a decay constant ~ given by. (2.46).
Propagation in the Basal Plam Us = (k1- k2, 0)
Because of the hexagonal symmetry_ it is found, (Appendix 2.3), that
the elastic and piezoelectric tensors are invariant under rotations about
the o-axis. Because of this, we may perform a rotation of axes such that
in the new system ~ = (k1, 0, 0). The secular equation then decouples.
It is found that the longitudinal and shear waves polarised in the basal
plane are unaffeoted by the piezoelectrio ooupling. For the shear wave
polarised parallel to the o-axis however we find the dispersion relation
2
w e
Using (2.35), (2.40) we thus obtain
2
0"111'€ 11 1 +
1111 1<:.s,
1 e1 ~
ki = 2' €11°M- v
(:+ ~1:~rf>1 "11)2s +-~11w
(2.48)
Propagation in an Arbitrary Direction ~ = (~, k2, k3)
Because of the rotational symmetry about the c-axis. this problem may
again be reduced to propaeation in the k1, k3 plane. After rotation
through an ang'lea about the o-saxi.such that tan a = k!~ we have
k2 = o. kl =~k~ + ~ •
after rotation.
o
The secular equation becomes in this oase
o
2 k,2 ~
-w P+o66 1 +0M- j o
o 2 .2 2 2 4-w p+oLl_k1 +0 k +e le 'X~. 3~ 3 b
= 0
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Again, it is clear that the shear wave polarised perpendicular to the
k1, k) plane is dacoupled and is unaffeoted by the piezoeleotric coupling.
For the other wave (2.49) yields
( 2 k,2 k2 2 k,212) (2 k' 2 ~ 2 k4 )~ P + °11 1 + °44 } + ea X -, -J -w p + °44 1 + °33-J + eb X
) 2 2 (2 2 (2 222+ (c33 - 041+ 'Y + k X eb - ea a + fJ ) 'Y » +
2 )2(2 2 2 i4 (0 4J+ + c13 + ea eb k X a + fJ ) 'Y ] 2 ]
Since the piezoeleotric coupling is mak, we may expand the square root
term in (2.51) to first order in e2• We then £'ind:
2 (2 (2 2) 2 2)+ k X ea a + fJ 'Y + eb .:t
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Also, in this case we have from equation (2.35),
+ ik2, (a2 + R2) 2 l
tJ 0"11 + "( 0"33 r
Combining equations (2.52) and (2.53) and using (2.hO) we find for this case
2
.,~~(a.fl ,y))
where Vs (a,p ,y) is the sound velocity in the direction a, {3, "(,
is the effective electromeohanical coupling constant and
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(e~-e;(a2-+j32)y2)«044--011)(a2~2) + (033-044-) y2) + 4eaeb(a2+p2)y2(01i4-+c13)
i[(°44-011) «%2+ p2) + (033 - 044)y2J2 + ~ (044 + 013)2 «%2+{32)"(2 }t
Equation (2.54-) together ..with (2.55)-(2.57) gives the decay or growth
rate in an arbitrary direction in a 6 mm crystal due to piezoelectric
coupling.
The results can be swnmarised as follows. The shear wave polarised
pe rpend'i.cu.Iar' to the c -axi,s is unaffected by piezoelectric coupling and
therefore plays no part in acoustoelectric phenomena. The quasi-shear and
quaad, Longd.budd.na.L waves which are polarised in a plane containing the
c-axis and ~ are affected by the piezoelectric coupling. Their decay
(or growth) rates are given by (2.54). The results (2.l,-6) and (2.48)
and (2.54) should be compared with the one-dimensional formula (2.28).




-1 uJ/ 2e15 2.1 x 10 Co m
-1e31 -2.6 x 10
e33
4-.4 x 10-1
The behaviour of K;f~ (a, p , y) is indicated rouGhly below
Finally, we note from (2.4B) that the shear wave propagating in the
basal plane polarised parallel to the c-axis has a growth (or deoay)
rate which is formally identical to the 1-dimensional result (2.28)
except that effective piezoelectric constants etc. appear. In
1-l11.! • !oparticular, the effective y which appears is 1 - ....:..;.._--.;;"..
W
Because
of this~ we see that at high d.c. applied fields, the waves which will
have the largest amplification ,villbe off-axis waves for which the
weff
effective y is not too large « -;- + ~~ff '), (c.f. diagram of k..t
against y in seotion 2.3).
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In discussing lattice loss VIe follow the treatment of Landau and
Lifschitz(17). We have mentioned that in the treatment of acoustic
wave propagation given in Chapter 2, vm neglected irreversible loss
processes which dissipate energy from an acoustic wave. Dissipation
may be represented phenomenologically by the introduction of dissipative
frictional forces f. which are linear functions of velocity. This
J.
linear dependence on velocity ensures that these forces change sign under
time reversal and so describe irreversible effects. For a simple
mechanical system, these frictional forces can be written as velocity
derivatives of II certain quaclratic function tV of the velocities, called
the dissipative function, i.e. fi = - (ltV/ a% where qi is some generalised
coordinate of the system. This relation is equivalent to oljr = - ~ fi5~,
i
where OtV ia the increase in 1jr due to an increase 0% in the generalised
velocities. For a continuous medium such a deformable elastic body, the
state of the system is specified by the continuum of generalised coordinates
uitr) (i.e. the displacement vectors at
case we have by analogy 6J >!rdV = - J
per unit volume.
each point in the bOdy). In this
fi oUi (N, where tV and ri are now
We may determine the general form of the function .tV for deformable
bodies as follows. Clearly 1jr must be zero if there ia no internal
motion, and in particular, if the body executes a macroscopic translatory
or rotatory motion. This means that tV depends on the spatial gradients
of the velocity, and can only contain such combinations of the derivatives
•as vanish when ~ = Q x J: where Q is some angular velocity. These are the
sums a6.!0Xk + aU; OXi, i.e. the time derivatives of components of the
strain tell80r Sik.' Since fi ia linear in the velooities, it follows from
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the above that the '" must be quadratic in Sik. The most general form for
'" is thus
where T}ike1n is called the viscosity tensor. T}i1teID has the following
obvious symmetryproperties
T}ikem = T}tmik = T}ki..e.m = T} i.kme
The dissipative stress tensor is defined by fi = aTi~a~khence
•
J
oT' J .- - .:::....1k 5 Lt dv - T' cP dv- ~ i - ik ikOS'k dv~
on integrating by parts
. T'1.e. ik = (A4) ,
'rIle total stress in an elastic body is therefore given by
•
Tik = °iktm S.em + 'I'likem S.em
i.'e. in a travelling wavewe have
where oiktm = o~ -:Lw T}ikem
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is a modified complex elastic constant. Inserting a travelling ~ave
form into the e~uation of motion (2.21) without piezoelectrio coupling
including lattice loss now yields the dispersion relation
k + (A8)
2 / 3we therefore call w 1) 2pva = alat the lattice loss constant.
Appendix 2.2
Corrections to Dispersion Relation awin!; to Transve rse Electric Fields:
We follow here the derivation of Hutson and.White(18) • The axes
~, x2' x3 will be chosen such that x1 lies along the direction of plane
wave propagation. Derivatives with respect to x2 and x3 w:ill therefore be
zero. For plane waves it :is convenient to define the strain as




i = M H'!.1 i
j'
i
From the plane wave condition and the Maxwell equation V.B' = 0, together
with (B4), we see that B; and.H1 are constant :in space .and time and
( V x H') 1 = o. From the Maxwell equations (2.4) and (2.5) 6 one can
obtain equations for E2 and E; from which ll!S'and n' may be eliminated
using (B3) and (B5) together with equation (2.7)~ Wefind
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- ioo «(. E~ + ie 1i kui') ] = k~t.1p 1 P P (B6)
for p, q :: 2 or 3 only,
The other component gives
E' A
E' = _ q 1q
1 .A11
where again p,q take only the values 2 and 3.
The wave equation (2.1) yields
Equation (B7) may be used to eliminate the longitudinal eleotrio field
E1 from (B6) and (BS) leaving 5 ooupled equations in ui and E2, E3•
After some mani~ulation these become
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2' I k2 - , + ik - E'
C&) P ui = °1i1Jc UJc ep1i p
z, la{ 1 [ A1 A 1 ]and k-:;' = iWJ-l El A - q p




It is not difficult to see from (B7) that the 2nd term in~11) is
proportional to the piezoelectric tensor e, in fact in the absence of
diffusion and d.c. drift fields it is a multiple of 0p1i.
The 5 x 5 secular determinant given bye quatd ons '(B10) and (B11) may
be manipulated until all elements have the dimensions' of velocity squared.
This may be done by introducing the average dielectric permittivity ~ of
the medium, and defining effective velocities (which can be complex)by
1
V = e'/(E'p)2, where e' is any effective piezoeleotric constant
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The form of the secular determinant then becomes:
(C;:11 - ::) , ,°1112 01113 v'w v' cop P k k
,
( °1212 _~)Cj~:1j °1213 vtw ve wp P k2 P k k
, t ( ch13 _,.:) = 0°13:11 °1312 v'w v' !Ep p P k2 k k
v'.ul v'.ul v' ~ ({~-~) 2k k k w et-
voW
k ~ ~I-l k2(
v' ~ v' co 2 (,k k - et L_.L.)k !!Lk2 0 ~ M
E'I-l
The VI'S and ~t's in (B13) only indicate the form of the term and
("S in different positions should not be read as being equal. It
may be verified that the acoustic modes found in Chapter 2 using
the approximation V xli = 0, arise from (B13) by solving only the
3 x 3 upper left hand acoustic block in (B13).
2to the acoustic roots of order v' •
This gives corrections
To demonstrate that the additional corrections obtained by solving
(B13) exactly, are smaller by the square of the ratio of the sound
velocity to the velocity of light, \'.e proceed as follows. Suppose that
the acoustic determinant has been solved giving ~ = v1' v2, v3 and
diagonalised by a suitable basis transformation. To find the correotion
2 26 to v1 resulting from the coupling to the e1ectromagnetio wave, put
To order of magnitude (B13) becomes
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62 0 0 v'v v'v1 1
0 2 2 [,2 0 v'v v'vv2-'V1 + 1 1
0 0 2 2 62 v'v v'vv3~1 + 'f 1 = 0












Contracted Notation and Symmetry Requirements on EJA~
and Piezoelectric Constants
Because o~ the symmetry eijk = eikj o~ the piezoelectric tensor,
it is possible to reduce the numrnr of independent components from 27 to
18. These 18 independent elements may be arranged in a 3 x 6 array as follow
821
The first suf'f'Ixin each element is the same as in the tensor eijk.' The
last:suffix replaces the final pair of tensor suffices in eijk according




1 2 5 6
Similarly for the elastic tensors Whioh have 81 components. Because
of the symmetry ciJkt = aJikt = 0iJ~ it is possible to reduce the number
of independent oomponents to 36. These may be arranged in a 6 x 6 array as
follows
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,°11 ° °13 °14 c15 °1612
°21 °22 °23 °24 °25 °26
°31 °32 °33 °34 °35 °36
°41 °42 °43 044- °45 c46
°51 0,52 °53 °54 °55 °56
°61 °62 °63 °64 °65 °66
In this case the first and last suffix in the table 1s ~o be replaced by
a pair of elements according to the table above, e.g.' 036 = 03312 = 03321.
The requirements of hexagonal symmetry for a 6 mm crystal reduce the












0 0 0 c~ 0 0
0 0 0 0 044- 0
0 0 0 0 0 °66




A 6 mm crystal has the symmetry of the figure below
~--t---+---- t.- ~ ~\!.
...i. .... ',,", '0....."'\ ~\ ...",,-.q,:
I
o
In addition we note that the hexagonal symmetry about the o-axis is such
as to make the elastic and piezoeleotric tensors invariant under rotations
about the o-axis. This fact is used extensively in Chapter 2.








THE NON LINEAR THEORY OF ACOUSTOELEGrRIC GAIN I -
SPACE CHARGE DEPENDENT GAIN
-58-
3.1 Gain in the Non-Linear Regime
As we mentioned in chapter 1, there is at the present time a great
deal of interest in non-linear acoustoelcctric phenomena in piezoelectric
semiconductors. Most of these phenomena were discussed in outline there.
Several authors have attempted theoretical treatments of aooustoelectric
effects in the large-signal regime using the results of White's linear theory
(as given in Chapter 2), to provide a formula for acoustic gain. This approaoh
is clearly unsatisfactory since the effects under discussion all arise in
situations where acoustic wave amplitudes are large and non-linearities dominate.
In the next three chapters of this work Vie shall develop a theory of
acoustoelectric gain which takes explicit account of nonlinearities and
accounts for some of the observed features of the behaviour of acoustic gain
in th 1 . 1 . (1)e arge si.gna re game •
While it is fair~ clear what is meant by acoustic gain in the linear
regime, this is not the case when non-linearities become of importance.. When
an aCQustic \mve is injected into an amplifying linear system, the \mve which
exits from the system will have the same form as the injected wave but will
be of larger amplitude. For a nOhlinear system things are quite different;
when the wave enters the system,nonlinearities cause harmonic generation and
frequency mixing, so that the shape of the wave changes as it propagates
through the system. Thus, the wave which exits from a nonlinear system will
have changed in form as well as in size. In addition, because in a non
linear system acoustic gain will depend on the size and shape of the wave,
and because these are changing from point to point, we are forced to consider
the 'local' acoustic gain in the vicinity of a pOint. As we shall see later
the concept of a 'local' gain must be defined as local in the sense of
averaged over one wavelength of the acoustic wave. We shall not oonsider
in the present work the average gain experienced by an acoustic wave after
propagation through a finite sample of mterial. In principle there is no
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difficulty in obtnining this from a knowledge of the locnl acoustiq gain.
We have mentioned above that in the non-linear regime, in general,
the acoustic gain will depend on the amplitude of the wave. This gives
rise to a further complication. As we have seen in Chapter 2,when an
acoustic wave propagates in a piezoelectric semiconductor, a's well as
containing a strain oscillation, the wave has accompanying it, a modulation
in electric field and space charge, (as well as oscillations in stress,
current etc). It is therefore somewhat ambiguous to refer to a dependence
of the gain on the amplitude of the wave since there are several possible
amplitudes one chould choose. As we shall see presently, the choice involved
here is not a trivial one. The treatment of the dependence of the gain on
the space charge differs radically from the treatment of its dependence on
for example strain. In this Chapter we shall develop a non-linear theory
of acoustoelectric gain based on a lmowledge of the accompanying space charge
modulation. The discussion of dependence of gain on electric field and
strain will be postponed to Chapter 5.
In order to disouss non-linear gain, it is necessary to introduce the
idea of gain at each harmonic component of the wave. These 'harmonic' gains
will desoribe the growth of each individual harmonic of the wave and will
include the effects of coupling to other harmonics via the non-linear
interaction.; When the growth of acoustic power is considered, it will be
found expedient to introduce the concept of 'flux .gain' or 'power gain'.
I
We shall see that the flux gain is simply a weighted av:erage of the various
harmonic gains.
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3.2 Harmonic Gain Dnd Flux Gain
We shall be concerned only with a one dimensional theory of acoustic
gain and V~ shall use the sign convention e~loyed in Chapter 2. As we
have seen in Chapter 2, at high d.c. electric field strengths, the acoustic
gain in the direction of the applied field becomes snmll. The gain for
off-axis waves travelling in other directions may however, remain large.
In using a one-dimensional theory, \'~shall implicity ne g'Iect these off-axis
waves. This limitation, which is probably fairly serious in oertain
circumstances, is necessary to obtain a tractable theory. The equation
which determines the propagation of an acoustic wave is the wave equation (2.21).
The lattice displacement -u satisfies
2
v2 Cl u = ~ ~
s 2 p axax
We define the instantaneous acoustic energy density W. and instantaneous~n
acoustic flux 2m by
Win ~ ~ p(~r+ ~ 0 (=r
where c = pv~ is the appropriate elastic constant.
of the local kinetic and potential energy densities.
VI. is simply the sum~n
Differentiating (3.2)
with respect to time and using (3.1) together with (3.3) we find the enarr!
conservation equation
aW
.:.JJl +at :: e
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In the absence of piezoelectric coupling, (e = 0), (3.11-)states that the
rate of increase of energy density in some small volume of material is equal
to the flux of energy flo'\vinginto the volume. The piezoelectric
contribution on the right hand side of equation (3.4), represents an
additional source of energy generation owing to the coupling of the acoustic
waves to the conduction electrons.
We shall suppose that each of the field variables u, E etc. is a nearly
periodic travelling wave with a fund.amental frequency wand a velocity close
to the sound velocity vs. To give expression to this assumption, it is
convenient to introduce as an auxiliary coordinate, the phase e = w (x!vs-t).
Then, any field variable' f may be expressed as function of x, t, and e which
is slowly varying in x and t, periodic in a and has the Fourier expansion
00
f (x, t, a) = ~ fm (x, t) eime
m=-oo
where m takes all integral values from -00 to 00 and f = t' so that-m m
f(x, t., e) is real, and the Fourier coefficient f is slowly varying in x and tm
compared with the exponential.- The justification for this assumption depends
2on the fact that the electromechanical coupling constant K is small compared
to unity. It is this parameter vbich governs the rate of interchange of
energy, both between the electrons and the sound wave, and between the
2various harmonic components of the sound wave. Because K «1 (- 0.04
for CdS), this rate of energy interchange is slow in the sense that over a
distance comparable to the wavelength of the acoustic \~ve or over a time
comparable to the period of the acoustic wave, the change in amplitude of
the various harmonic components of the sound wave will be small. The
mathematical technique applicable to this sort of situation is ]~own as the
Bogoliubov~rylov (B...K)technique
(2)and phase. .
or more commonly the method of slowly
varying amplitude
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Ta1dng the Fourier transf'orm of' equation (3.5) we Bee that the
Fourier coef'f'icients f' are given by:m
...L= t, e) e~imede
( ) -imeB <f'x, t, e e >
In this equation and hencef'orth throughout the paper, VIe shall use angle
brackets to denote a phase average.
For a nearly periodic lattice displacement,we def'ine the average total
energy density and average total f'Lux by VI = <Wo > and W = ~. >. If~ ~n
we neglect the variation of' the Fourier coeff'icients f , then we havem
.a.: _~ _a_ L _a_
t and: •a ae ax Vs ae
and using the fact that the strain S : ~ax




~ae we have from
2
Vi: O"<s> : l1!/vs
Averaging the energy equation (3.4) and using (3.7) we find
oW £2.-- + v = Vs N Wat 6 ax ... (3.8)
aE
we < S ae >
where ex = : is
the flux gain constant (by consideration of a stationary situation such
that a~/at : 0 it is clear that ex describes the spatial growth of'the total
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flux e). The final equality in equation (3.9) follows on integration
by parts.
Corrections to (3.8) resulting from the variation of the Fourier
coefficients may be verified to be of a higher order in the
piezoelectrio ooupling constant.
Let us now turn to the harmonic gain a,c which determines them
propagation of the mth ha.rmonic component of the strain. By
substituting the Fourier expansions of the strain S and electric
field E into the wave equation (3.1), and retaining only the first
derivatives of the slowly varying coefficients, we obtain the
equation governing the propagation of the mth harmonic of the strain S.





2 ~m (3.11 )
is the complex gain constant of the mth harmonic of the strain and
we shall write a: = am + i6~, where am is the real gain constant of
r sml, and ~km is the corresponding change in the wave numbs r of Sm




includes the dispersion of the acoustic wave as well as it growth.
2 th
4i = 2 cv I's I is the acoustic flux carried by the m harmonic ofm s m
the strain S •m The asterisk denotes complex conjugation and the
right hand side of equation (3.11) has been written in a form which
we shall use subsequently to relate the acoustic gain to power
dissipation from the electron system.
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It is not difficult to see from (3.7) that
w = 2 ~m
m=1
(3.12)
where the equality follows on using Par-eevaLl s theorem (3) • Hence,
the total flux is just the sum of the fluxes carried by each harmonic.
Also, from (3.9) it immediately follows on using (3.11) that
= 1~ (3.13)
We therefore see that the total flux gain which describes the growth
of acoustic power in a material is just the average of the power
gain coefficients of the individual harmonics each weighted in
accordance \nth their contribution to the total fl~~.
]'rom equations (3.9) and (3.11),we see that both (X and (XC arem
determined when the electric field and strain distributions are known.
Since we are attempting to find the dependence of acoustic gain on
the space charge modulation which accompanies the acoustic wave, we
must therefore relate the eleotric field and strain to the space
charge distribution. We do this in the following section by using
the space charge equations.
3.3 The Space CharraeEquations and Relations Between
Fourier Coefficients
The electric field E and the strain S are related to the
electron density n by the space charge equati.ons These are tho
equation of current continuity, Poisson's equation, and the
constitutive relation, which have already been introduced in Chapter 2.
We have:
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I( t) = nq,,"R- qD Qn + aClDt
t-'" n ax
= q (n-n )o
D = frE - e S
Most of the notation has been defined in Chapter 2. In the present
context however, the equation of current continuity will be used
in its inte erated fo rm (3.14-) , which f'o llows from (2.22) on
integrating with respect to x and using (2.23). I(t), the constant
of integration, is the total current density.
Because we shall use the expressions derived for E and S in the
right hand sides of equations (3.8) and (3.10), we need only work to
zeroth order here and drop all derivatives of slowly va ryti.ngquantities.
Owing to the smallness of the piezoelectric coupling constant on the
right hand side of (3.8) and (3.10), the retention of derivatives of
the Fourier amplitudes of E and S would lead to only small corrections
to the results. In this approximation therefore we may use the
relations _g_ax
co a L= :;- ae. and at
3
a=-(&) -.aa When these
relations are used in (3.14), we find that the electric displacement D
can be eliminated \uth the aid of (3.15), to yield the follovdng
expression for E in terms of n.
E =- .L logae
where E = v III is the synchronous field, Is = qn v is thes a r 0 5. 2
synchronous current density, and wn = Vs /Dn is the frequency
characteristic of diffusion introduced in Chapter 2. We note
that since the right hand side of (3.14) is a function of a alone
in the zeroth order approximation, I(t) must have a time independent
value I.
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The total current density I appears on the right hand side of
(3.17) as an independent variable. It is more usual .to employ the
local d.c. electric fieln Eo = <E> as the independent variable instead
of I. The relation between Eo and I.is easily obtained by averaging
(3.17) over e and using the periodicity of n to obtain
(3.18)
Vfhen this equation is solved for the total current density I,
so that Eo appears as the independent variable, it takes on the
physically more transparent form.
I = es (1-F) + FIo a
where 0" = noq~ is the conductivity of the material and
-1
F = 1 _( :0 ) (3.20)
The interpretation of the factor F is clear. The total current
density I behaves as if a fraction F of the electrons were trapped
at the sOWld velocity, while the reat exhibit the normal ohmic
response to the local d.c. electric field. In this sense, we shall
refer to F as the "t.rappdng factor'. Such a factor has been
introduced previously from a phenomenological sta~dpoint (4-). We
see here that F emerges naturally in the present analysis. The
trapping factor F should not be confused Viith the trapping factor
governing the removal of carriers from the conduction process by
trapping into localised electronic states(5). We shall discuss
the properties of F presently.
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\~len (3.18) or (3.19) is used to eliminate I from (3.17), vre
arrive a.t the required final expression for E Ln- terms 01' n and Eo.
We find
E = E + E'o (3.21 )
where the a.c. electrio field E' is given by
[Y (1 -1 ) log ~J (3.22)E' E n a, .L= - 1 +8 <:n-> WD aa
where as before y = 1 - E IE •o 3 By taking the Fourier transform
of (;).12) we find tha.t the Fourier coefficients of the a..o. electrio
field are
m;. 1
where nm = 0/( and
n -1, m <n > (3.24)wcm = - Wc no -1 exp (-ime) ><n
-1 exp (-ime»<n, = - wD (3.25)wDm
-1> <log(~) exp (-im6»<n no
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The frequencio5 w' and wD' (which are in general complex), have beencm m
defined in order to simplify the discussion of acoustic gain. Their
significance will be discussed in due course. Equations (3.22) and
(3.23) are the desired expressions giving the electric field in terms
of the space charge n.
The expression of the strain S in terms of n is trivial in the
same approximation. The dec. compon~nt of strain must vanish if the
lattice displacement is to be nearly periodic. Consequently. from
(3.11) we have immediately tho.t D = eE. This relation may be used
o 0
to determine the arbitrary constant which arises when equation (3.15) is
integrated to find D. By inserting the result of the integrating into
the constitutive relation (5.16), we obtain the desired result for
the strain:
S = §.e -E s
where
is the integrated fractional exoess electron density.
seen that N is periodic since from (3.15)
It is easily
N(x,t,e + Orr) - N (x,t,e) = 211"«~: - 1 ) = o.
From (3.26) it is also obvious that the d.c. component of tho strain S
is zero. Tho Fourier coefficients of the strain follows simply
from (3.26) and (3.27) on integrating by parts. We find
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s =m [~ +
iE ws 0
mw ~ ] , 1
Finally, using (3.7) in conjunction with (3.26) and (3.22) ,re may
relate the total acoustic flux ~ to the space charge distribution.
We find
t = .Lel6 log no
n-
where K2 = e2/ec is the electromechanical coupling constant.
3.4 Acoustic Gain and Acoustoelectric Current
We are now in a position to evaluate the acoustic gain by
combining the results of sections 3.2 and 3.3. The formula (3.11)
for the complex gain a~ is written in a particularly transparent
fOl-m. In the numerator we find -iIIxoeSmwhich, by inspection of
equation (3.14), is just the Fourier coefficient of the contribution
to the total current density I from the p:iezoelectric part of the
displacement current density -eas/ae, Thus, the numerator in (3.11)
is just the complex power dissipated by the mth harmonic of the
piezoelectric contribution to the total current. We also see from
(3.14) that, since the dielectric part raE/at of the displacement
current density is in quadrature with E, and since the total a.c.
current density is zero, the real part of the numerator in (3.11)
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this just the real power dissipated by the m harmonic of the particle
current density j = nqjill- qDn an/ax.: The formula (3.9) may be
similarly related to power dissipation by the electron system.
To obtain the desired final formula for" c in terms of n, Vieneed. m
only substitute for Smand Em in (3.11) from (3.2'3) and (3.28). Thus
we obtain
. K2
( Y + ~)-J. lIX.IJ
C (3.30)"m = [~L(~m + ~m)J2vs
We shall postpone a detailed discussion of this result until the next
section.
Using equation (3.9) we may derive a formula for the total flux:
gain et in terms of the space charge density. Equations (3.15) and
(3.16) may be employed to eliminate ~ from (3.9) with the result that
et = «nE> - nE)o 0
From (3.14) and (3.19) this maybe re'writtenas i
J
E
et = - f (I - <YEo) = E I 'V'Fs s'Q
Equation (3.32) is the desired result, since the trapping factor F
and the total flux ~ are given in terms of the electron denSity by
equations (3.20) and (3.29).
The aooustoelectrlc current density is defined as the difference
between the total current density and the ohmio ourrent density
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I = I - <rEae 0
From (3.32) it follows immediately that
Consequently, the numerator in the right hand side of (3.32) has a formal
interpretation as the power density dissipated by the acoustoelectric
current in the synchronous field. We may also rewrite eq~tion (3.32)
in the form
I = - -v»;ae
This is the Weinreich relation, (6) relating the acoustoeleotric current
to acoustic gain. Previous proofs(7) of this result have relied on the
result of White's linear theory. The present analysis provides, a
rigorous justification of the relation for acoustic waves of arbitrary
amplitude and harmonic oontent. We note here that the a appearing in
(3.35) is the power gain of the total flux ~. By use of (3.13) -we may
write
I =ae Lm=1 = m=1
i.e. the total aooustoeleotric current is composed of the sum of the
acoustoelectric currents produced by the individual harmonics.
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3.5 Discussion
We must now consider the interpretation, significance and
application of the results derived in the preceeding sections.
We consider first the expression (3.19) for the total current
density in terms of the dec. field E and the trapping factor F definedo .
by equation (3.20). First, it is easy to show that 0 ~ F ~ 1. That
F , 1 follows immediately from (3.20) since the electron density n ill O.
Moreover, from Schwartz's inequality(8),
= 1
We have already seen that <n> = no.
so that we have <n tn> ~ 1 and hence from (3.20), F ~ O. Theseo
inequalities lend support to the formal interpretation of F as the
effective fraction of electrons which are trapped at the sound velocity,
which is suggested by (3.19). It is also clear from (3.20), that
F .. 0 at small signal levels when n .. no' and that F .. 1 at large signal
levels when the electrons are tightly 'bunched' ,nth regions of nearly
complete depletion between the bunches. This latter behaviour follows
from an examination of the integral involved in (3.20)0 Also, a s the
electron distribution varies from the s mall signal regime to the tightly
bunched regime, we see that the total current density changes progressively
,
from the ohmic value crEo to the saturated value Is. By inspection of the
~ltegrals involved in equation (3.29) for the total flux ~, it is possible
to deduce that as the electron distribution becomes more tightly bunched,
the flux ~ increases. This will be made more obvious in the next
chapter where we shall consider specific eleotron distributions. Because
of this, Vie may conclude that as the a mpli tude of the acoustic vrave
increases, i.e. 9 increases, the electrons bunch more tightly leading to
ourrent saturation. We shall discuss this aspect further in Chapter 5.
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The formula (3.30) for the complex gain aO is identical to the
m
usual small signal formula (Chap. 2), except that the amplitude
dependent frequencies w' and wD' appear in place of the constantcm m
frequencies Wc and wD respectively. It ¥~s to achieve this simple
identification with the small signal formula that Wi and ~ werecm um
defined by the rather complioated formulae (3.24) and (3.25). The
behaviour of 00' and wJ is easi~r to determine than these formidablecm ~~lJm
expressions might suggest. In the small signal limit when n = n + nlo
where fnt/nol « 1 and <n'> = 0, we find immediate~ on expansion of
n-1 in (3.24) and (3.25) that w~m = Wc and wnm = Wn' (unless <nle-ime> = 0,
when the formulae become indeterminate). At intermediate and large signal
levels, w~ and wDm are in general complex. However, provdIed an origin
for a can be found about which n is a symmetrical function of a then a
simplific~tion occurs. We see from (3.24) and (3.25) that 00" and 00'cm Dm
take on the real values
me> -1-Wc -cn cos <n >
w' =cm -1
no <n cos mO>
IwDm =
-1-WD <n 005 me>
-1 (.!L)<n ><log cosma>no
where the phase averages are now understood to be taken over the range
o , a , 'Jr.
Clearly, in the small signal limit the electron density distribution
is symmetric. In ~the large signal regime this need not be the case.
However, if in the large signal regime the d.c. eleotric field is smaller
than the a.c. electric field, then the eleotrons will beoome trapped
in regions of potential minima and will tend to distribute themselves
in a nearly symmetrioal fashion in these minima. This case of str~
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trapping is the one of practical interest. We shall therefore
oonfine our subsequent discussion to this case in view of its
relative simplicity. The total mechanical potential is drawn
schematically below
This 'staircase' model will be discussed further in Chapter 5 where
we shall see the eleotron distribution to which it gives rise.
Since the electrons have a thermal energy which corresponds to an
electric potential ~T!q where ~ is Boltzmann's constant and T is the
absolute temperature, we should expect that the electrons .nll be
trapped if¢ac > ¢d.o + kBT!q.
should be nearly-symmetrie.
From (3.30) we see that for a symmetrical spaoe charge distribution
In this case the eleotron distribution
since w' and WDm' are real, the real gain and shift in wave veotor at thecm











2 v. [l + ( 00' wb: fJcm- +mw
These formulae are seen to be identical with the small signal results
found in Chapter 2 except for the appearance of w~m and wbm in place
of we and wD respectively.
From (3.40) V~ see that for a given space charge distribution and





(w' 00' )2/mcm Dm [ nn <log -- cos me>o no=
The behaviour of w~, Wnm and am may be obtained fairly easily in the
limit of strong electron bunching. If the electron,distribution has
I
roughly the form indicated below, then we see that
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the most important contribution to the integral <n cos mO> occurs at
the origin, so that en cos me> QC <n>. Similarly the most important
~ ~contribution to <n cos me> arises at 0 =~, so that <n cos roO> u
( )m -1-1 <n >. In the same way because the'logarithm varies most
rapidly for small values of its argument we see that
Hence approximately in the limit of strong bunching vre have from
(3.38) and (3.39) that W~m QC Wc(_1)m-1 and wnm QC ~ w~<log ~ > + o.o
Some care should be taken however in applying these arguments. Their
validity depends on the rate at which the tails of the eleotron
distribution reduce to zero. In some cases where the t'ails of
distribution fall to zero slowly (an example is the exponential
distribution to be dealt with in the next Chapter), the arguments used
above break down and the results quoted are incorreot. However for a
reasonably 'bunched' distribution they remain valid. Using the above
resul ts in (3.42) we find that for a
th th h . .peak of e m armcrn,c gam occurs
tightly bunched distribution the
.:L m n.:Lat W ~ (wcwD)2/(m«-1) log n->2)
o
Also from (3.40)which + 0 for m odd as n bunches more strongly.
we see that since wD' + 0, the bunching inceases, a + 0 i.e. the gainm . m
reduces. We therefore see that the two observed effects of non-
linearities on acoustic gain i.e. gain reduction and shift in frequency
of peak gain, are contained in the present theo~.
Let us now consider the total flux gain Ch From (3.32), we see that
as the acoustic wave amplitude increases, so that Cl> increases and the trapping
factor F + 1, a + O. For a given space charge distribution, the peak of
the total flux gain versus frequenoy curve in given by the solution of
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(:t = O. From (3.32), this is identical with the solution oi:
(,g!) = 0 where the subscript n indicates that the differentiation isOwn
to be performed holding the electron distribution n fixed. From (3.29),
we see that for a symmetric electron density distribution
[ (
-2 )2 <n >
y -cn-1>2 - 1 ....
2 2
W (0 !!...)2 < ae log n >
wD 0
2m a ]+ w
D
c «-N) ae log ~o >
where we have used the fact that for a symmetric distribution <N> = o.




< . > (3.L~.)Wpk = J>( (0 nlog n0ae
We may similarly derive the peaks on the gain versus y (or d.c. field)
curve by differentiation of (3.43) for a given symmetric space charge
distribution. We find.
= +
2 (0 log ~)2 2w (
~( as 0 )+ ~«-N)
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In the small signal limit, if n = no + n' where Inl/nol«1,
(3.44-) beoomes
For n' = nl cos 6_ (3.4-6) yields the expected result wpk = (Wo~r~.
For other small signal distributions (3.46) yields results which may
1
differ fractionally from (W
C
WD)2. Similar results are obtained for the y
at which peak gain occurs. For nl(e) = n'eoe e we fina
'i"pk =;!; (~ + ~D)' with sUght deviations from this for other
distributions.
Although we have derived the above results for a given space charge
distribution, the formulae remain the same if the total flux is :
given provided that the space charge distribution is specified by one
parameter. In this case fixed space charge implies fixed flux and
vice versa. We note hsr-e that a specificatibn of the total flux
alone does not allow the various gains to be determined. This is becauso
a variety of space charge distributions can correspond to the same
total flux. The various acoustic gains depend on the Fourier components
of the space charge and these are not uniquely determined. from a knowledge
of the total flux. In this sense then, flux is a 'coarse' variable.
Finally, we note that in the non-linear regime, all the field
variables do not have the same gain constants as is the case in the
linear theory. This becomes clear ~hen one considers a stationary
c as/ax




• If S is a linear functionmsituation where




• However if Sm is
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a nonlinear function of n this will no longer be true.m
A physical interpretation of the gain reduction and frequency
shift will be given in Chapter 6. In the, next chapter, we shall
apply the results developed here to apecific eleotron distributions.
-S0-
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Chapter 4-
THE NON LINEAR THEORY OF ACOUSTOELEGrRIC GAIN II -
MODEL SPACE CliABGE DISTRIBUTIONS
-82-
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we shall examine and evaluate the results obtained in
the general theory of non-linear acoustoelectric gain given in Chapter 3.
We obtained there formulae for acoustic gain, acoustoelectrio current etc.
in terms of the electron density distribution aocompanying the acoustic
wave. In order to evaluate the formulae therefore ..we require a knowledge
of the electron density distribution. In the framework of the present
theory, the electron density n is to be treated as an independent variable.
This may seem inconsistent at first sight since one migat imagine that the
equations governing the growth of acoustic waves in a piezoelectric
semiconductor should contain in them the information necessary to predict
the electron density as well a s the other variables. However, :in a
complete theory of acoustic gain ..one wou.Ld use these equations to describe
the development of the field variables from some initial dist!~bution
subject to certain boundary conditions. Since the theory which has been
developed is purely local ..the requirement 'that the electron density
distribution should be known is equivalent to the knowledge of initial
conditions in a more complete theory. In order to use the theory, one
must therefore guess at the form of the electron density distFlbution in the
sort of situation which is under consideration. In a.large amplitude acoustic
wave one might expect that the electrons will tenrl to bunch in regions of
minimum potential energy. One may therefore gain some insight into the
behaviour of acoustic gain etc. for a lar8e amplitude acoustic \~ve, by
using a bunched form for the electron distribution in the formulao developed
in Chapter 3. The actual detailed choice of the functional form of the
electron density distribution is however, ultimately dictated by a
compromise between the ease with Vlhich the integrals involved in the
various formula.e IDJ3.ybe evaluated ..and the realism of the distribution.
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In the following sections of this Chapter, we shall consider thre~
distributions, (a) the cosinusoidal distribution, (b) the exponential'
distribution, and (0) the Gaussian distribution. The cosinu30idal
distribution (a) is of interest because it will be correct in the
small signal limit, and has the advantage that all the integrals
required may be performed analytically. The exponential distribution
(b) also has this latter advantage and in addition gives one some insight
into the atrong bunching regime. The Gaussian distribution (o),as we shall
3ee later,is the most realistic distribution in the large signal regime.
Unfortunately, the integrals involved must now be performed numerioally.
However, the results for this case give considerable insight into the
behaviour of the large signal acoustoelectric gain.
We collect below for easy reference the various formulae which we




- Wc <n cos m.S> <n >
-1n en cos me >
o
=
-1 nen > <log - cos me >no
[
W; <N2>...~«0 log it" 2) 2wc / 0 100g6~Jt
2 2 06 -" (-N)





- K w' yen (4.6(a))




w2 a n 2
2 < (-ae log -) >
Wn no
2
roc <~> ... 2
we < (_N).L log .!L > ] (4.7)+ 2 -
Cl)
(UD ee no
where N r ( n(6') - 1) de' (4.8)= n0
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If Ypk and ~ are evaluated at frequency 00 = oopk they become
(2~y -«N2> (0 n )2 »t + < (-N) L log .!L )] t< - log -ae no 00 n 0
Ypk = + 1t- ( -2<n >-1 2 --cn > (4.9)





c « 2 (a 2L)<N > < ae log noooD
1
"2
> ) + «-N) .L loga0 no
n (4.10)
The various integrals required are:
~ ~ n<n >, <n cos me>, <n cos me>, <log n- cos me>,
o
2N,< N >, « 1a log
where <--> = ~ f'- de
4.2 The Cosinusoidal Distribution
In this section we shall consider the electron density distribution
ngiven by n-
o
= 1 + a cos e. This is illustrated below
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\o
Clearly,if a = 1 this distribution will just reach complete
ndepletion at e = ~~. Also we see tha~ <:n- > = 1.
o
The various integrals listed above are given below for the
cosinusoidal distribution. A detaiJe d eValuation of some" of the
more troublesome integrals is given in Appendix 3.1.
-1
en > 1= - cos6 =
1 (4.11 )n~J 1 _ a2
nr-cn oos me> 0 (1 + a case) de 1= = - an s (1+--12)'IT 2 0 m,1
-1 cosm(h =_j_ [ cos mEl dEl (0 -1Lm (4.13)-cn =no~ 1+acos6 noam j 1 _ a2
(m = 0, 1, 2, •••• )
<log ~ cos~> = ~ I:os Ill) log (1 + a cos a) de
sine sin me de
1 + a cos e
1 2
- a - (m = 1,2,3 ••••• )= ---m
ma.
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N = a sine
2 2<N > = a /2 (4.16)
2
«~e log i;) > 2 [ . 2 .:toa sa.n OW]= -;- 0 -(-1+;"_;;a":;e~os-e-)-:!"2=
a<- N ae- log
'TT
£ I ain2e de =
'TT 0 1 + acose
2 (4.18)1 - - a
-2<n > [ de =(1 + aoose)2 1
We therefore have for this distribution,using these results in the
formulae (4.1)-(4.8).
=F
00' = W (1 - ~)_ 00 I = 0, m =1= 1 (L~.21)01 0 cm
00' - muD (4.22)Dm-
i
















- Ky Wc ex = 0. m =1= 1m
W
.J1 2- 0.
r2 + 2 ~1 + J 1-a2l J1 22L + -a2 2.wD
(4-.27)
The formulae (4.20)-(4.27) give the salient results for the cosinusoidal
distribution. For a -+ 0 the usual small signal results are recovered.
For a ... 1 however the effects of nonlinearity make themselves felt. It
is clear from (4-.20) that as a ... 1, the trapping factor F ... 1. so that
the total current density becomes equal to the synchronous current density
in this li.mit. From (4.21) we see that w' = ° for m =/:. 1.cm This means
that there is no gain or loss at any ~armonic other than the first.
1
For m = 1, we see that as a ... 1, w~1 ... 2 wc. Since WD1 = wD from
(4.22) this means that in the limit a = 1 the frequency of peak
1
:fundamental gain is reduoed to (WCWDY2/ /2. From (4.~3) however,
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we see that the frequency of peak total gain is reduced to zero llS a ...1.
The magnitude of the fundamental gain also decreases as a increases provided
2+ y. For the high d.c. field case,
(y » + ~), the fundamental gain ex1 is proportional to w~1 and
decreases by 50% as a increases from 0 to 1. From (4.27) we see
that the total gain exdecreases to zero as a ...1. The apparent
discrepancy between the behaviour of ex1 and exi8 resolved by noting that
for this distribution from (3.13), ex = 2cx1 ~/~ so that ex ~~d ex1need
not have the same behaviour. As a ...1 we also see that. Ypk ....±. wlwD•
Experiments(1),(2) have indicated that the reduction in the frequency
of peak can be as much as a factor of 10. Simultaneous measurements
of the d. c. electric field,. acoustic flux: and frequency of peak gain
in an acoustic domain have been performed recently by Zucker, et al(3).
We shall use their estimates for comparison. Typical values of the
various parameters used by these authors are collected below in table 4.1,












1075X103 8.8x10-11 6x104vlm l;;x10-21. 6x10 11 4.2x109 -5 few _tKwatt 4
m/seo farad/m sec-1 -1 Icm 2sec
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From (4.25) and (4.23) a reduction in the ~requency of peak
gain by a factor R occurs when the flux
2v €E [1 2 R2 + Wo ] R29 s s (4-.28)= K2 '2Y w .D
Using the parameter values given in table 4.1 we find that
~ ~ 5 x 107 watt/m2 = 5 lc.'I/cm2which is about the order of magrri tude
observed according to table 4.1 •
a ~ 1-2 x 10-5•
From R = 4 we find from (4.23) that
4.3 The Exponential Distribution
We shall now consider the exponential electron density
distribution given by ~ = ae-blar• This is illustrated inno
the diagram below
The condition ~ > = 1 yields a = brr/(1-exp(-bir)). This distributionno
has the twofold advantage that the integrals involved may be performed
analytically and at the same time the ili.stributionapproximates more
closely than the cosinusoid to the 'strongly bunched' case. As the
'bunching' parameter b increases, the electrons bunch more tightly ru1d
the d Lstr-Lbutd.on beoomes higher and narrower.
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For this distribution then the various integrals required are





= 1 (eblr _ 1) (4. 29)n arrbo
2 2
'IT(b + m )
-1en cosma> = 1 (4. 31 )
I'ITn 1<log- OOS me> = - - ben 'ITo o OOS me ae = b2 [( ...1 )m-1 + 1J'IT1ll (4. 32)
a ( -bO)N='b1-e -0
2
'![ ('fr + i [2e -brr _ .1. e -2brr _ 1 ]) + :!L
(1-e -brr) 2 b 2 2 .3
2
b2< (L log ...E...) > = (4.35)00 n0
a n ='brr [1 1 ~J (4-.36 )<-Ne log- > - - 1a no -brr- e
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-2 1 2brr
en >::: 2 2 [e - 1]
2bnn ao
( 4-.37)
Ca = brr )
1-e-'brr
Using these results in the formulae (l~.1)-(4.8)we find for this distribution
F = 1
[
1 ] 22" 'IT b
Iwem
2
= wD 2 m 2 (t -rrboath t'lI" b)
m + b
Cm odd)
::: -_ Cm even) (4.40)
For the remaining formulae we shall only quote the results in the large b
limit i.e. tight bunching (b» 1). The general results are easy to obtain
from (4.29) - (4.37) but are rather complicated and would add little to
our understanding. In addition,in the results quoted for 'Ypk' ~ and a





K Y we (m even)
[
2 J2 we2vs y + m2w2
2-K Y W o (m odd)
Cl = -
(
2 2we ( 2'ITbv Y + - -
s wD ~
We see from (4.39) that as the degree of bunching ~lcreases i.e.
b increases, the trapping factor F .. 1 as expected. From (4-.39) and
(4.40) together 'with (4-.411-) and (4.4-5) we see that for large applied
d.c. fields, (y < 0) only the odd harmonics are subject to gain, while
the even harmonics suffer loss. This is a consequence of the
exponential form of the distribution. The even Fourier components
of this distribution place the electronsin regions where they are
subject to a accelerative a.c. electric field and hence draw energy
from the acoustic wave. For the odd harmonics the opposite is the ca~e.
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From (4.~5) it is also clear that the gain at the odd harmonics decreases
-2 ( -1as b for large b for given Wj if W = wpk then a goes as b ). This
is a consequenco of the fact that for odd harmonics the parameter wDm
-1deoraase3 as b • The frequency of peak gain on the harmonic gain
versus frequency curve shifts to Lower- frequencies as b increases.
The gain against frequency curve for even harmonics has no peak.
From (4.~1) it is clear that the frequency af peak total gain ~ 0
as b increases as does the total gain (from (4.46)). Equation (4-~~3)
show that the total flux ~ for a fundamental frequency W = wpk. increases
as b for large b.
From (4.43) and (4.41) vie see that the flux corresponding to a





Us~ the. values given in table 4.1 this gives i,P Cl 8 1.'VI/cm2• This
is slightly higher than that found in the cosinusoidal case but still
of the correct order of magnitude. From (L~.1+-7) we see that for a
frequency reduction of R = 4 we have b c::t 30.
Comparison of (4.47) and (4.28) shows that for larger frequency
reductions R, the flux corresponding to the exponential distribution
will be significantly lower than the flux corresponding to the
cosinusoida1 distribution. For R = 10 and y = 10 we find for the
cosinusoida1 distribution ~ Cl 103 Ki//cm2 while for the exponential
distribution we find ~ at 102 ¥2N/cm2• A flux of 102 "N'l/cm2 is likely
to be the more realistic estimate and this seems to be indicative of
the fact, that a highly bunched distribution like the exponential is
more appropriate to a large signal situation.
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~4 The Gaussian Distribution
We have mentioned in section 4.1 that the Gaussian form of electron,
density distribution is probably the most realistic distribution we shall
consider, and probably the one which will occur in practice in a large
amplitude acoustic wave. This may be seen in the following manner.
From equation (3.22) we have for the a.c. electric field in an
acoustic wave in terms of the space char@e distribution
-1 )n- +-1en >
wan ]- -log -wn aa no
If' the electrons are strongly bunched and we look near the peak of the
-1
distribution then n -1 -7 O. In this case (4.48) becomes
en >
:E-E s =
a naa log lb
where E = E + Et is the total electric field.o
Integrating (4.50) we find
e
J wD _ (E - 1) aeoW :Es
!L = Aa
no
where the constant of integration A may be determined from the
normalisation condition < ~ > = 1. Writing El = a¢/ax W E.1!.- Vs aa
where ¢ is the a.C. electrostatic potential, we find that (4.50) becomes
= AI exp [q¢ _
kJ3T (4.51)
where ~ is Boltzmann's constant and we have used the fact that
-q¢(O)/~T
w..jVsEs = qj~T and AI = Ae •
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The maximum electron density occurs (from 4-.49) when E(e ) = E •
o 8
Let us take. the solution of this equation eo as origin and expand
the exponent in (4-.51) about this point. The exponent becomes
8,2
.L cp" (e ) -2 + const, where the linear term vanishes due to the1d' 0
condition E(Oo) = Es and e' = e-oo• Hence, using this in (4-.51) the
eleotron distribution in the vicinity of its maximum has the form
(4-.52)
where b = - q¢" (O)/2ksT and the constant c is determined by < ~ > = 1..
o
(4.52) is the Gaussian distribution.
It is clear that the equation E = Es determining the maxamum of
the n distribution \'lillonly ha.ve a solution (if Eo is large oompared
to Es (as in a high field domain)),provided the a.c. field amplitude is
comparable to the d.c. field amplitude. This merely restates the
condition for a symmetric distribution mentioned earlier in chapter 3.
The parameter b which occurs in (4.52) will again be referred to as the
bunching parameter. It is clear that b is related to the curvature of
the potential at the maximum of the electron density. For a sinusoidal
potential well, this curvature is just equal to the well depth. The
thermal potential ksT/q emerges in (4-.~) as the natural measure of
potential well depths. We shall say more about this in Chapter 5.
We now go on to consider the various results of Chapter 3 applied
to the Gaussian electron density distribution given by equation (4-.52',).
Unfortunately,most of the integrals required for this distribution
cannot be evaluated analytically. Howeve r,the arguments given in
Chapter 3 for the behaviour of W~m and wbm may be applied here in
the strong bunching limit i.e. b »1. In this limit w' ~ w (_1)m-1
cm c
and wDm .. O. For the parameters of most interest we have the following
formuJa.e.
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c = (4-.53 )
2




o e cos me de abO ae
~ =
0
we 1: 2 r'lT
(~55)
-be J be2e ae a cos me de
0(2
w'
(_1)IDm2 oab0 cosme de
Dm-=
Wn 1'IT . 2
(4-.56)





r 2K2~ 'IT 0 e2b6 dewD 2
- 1....,2 = a
([.be2 der +Vs€"'s Wo
[[4~2~ f( ( [_W2 ae.) 2: + e2 r ae' ) de] 1b ,2 "222 0 :?ea 0.- e
+ 2b (F r _b0,2 de' de - ~:)] (4.. 59)- oe1T
o 0
The formula (4.59) for ~ is for a frequency W = wpk where wpk is
determined from equation (4.57). The results (~53)-(4.59) have been
evaluated numerically using the Royal Radar Establishment Computer (RREAC)
and the results of the computation are displayed graphically in Figs. 1-6.
Fig. 1 shows the variation of the trapping facto r }'with the bunching
paramete r b. It is seen that for b > 1 trapping is essentially complete.
Figs. 2 and 3 indicate the variation of w~m/Wc and wnm!WD respectively
with b. The behaviour is fairly complicated but it is clear that as
( )m-1b becomes large w' ~ -1 wand wD'm ... 0 as Vie have already deduced.cm c
Because of this, the gain at each odd harmonic ,viII tend to zero as
b increases (Cf. equation (3.41)}, while for even harmonics for y < 0
there is loss which ~ 0 as b increases. The frequency of peak gain on the
gain versus frequency curves for the odd harmonics ,nIl also tend to
zero as b increases since wnm ...O.
In: Fig. 4- we display the variation of the ratio frequency of peak
1
flux gain wpk to (wc wD)"2 with bunching parameter b. We see that wpk
tends to zero as b increases.
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A reduction in the frequency of peak flux gain by a factor R = 4
is found from Fig. 4 to occur for b et 7. In Fig -.5 we display the
variation of the flux W reduced to dimensionless form against b for
W = wpk and for various values of the dimensionless parameter
1 •
a. = - (~)2 "( (which specifies the a,c, electric field).
we
2 I 2 2Fig. 5 that for"( Cl - 5 and b Cl 7,K ~D Vs€ Es Wc Cl 2 x 10 i.e.
We see from
W ex 8 kiY/cm2 where we have used the parameter value s in table 4.1. For
2 2"( = - 10 and R = 10 we find'l> Cl 10 ~r/cm. We see that the results
for the ~aussiun distribution agree closely ,nth the results for the
exponential distribution. In Fig. 6 we plot the variation of
1
apk = - (:: )"2 Ypk agsd.nst b the bunching parana te r. Wenote that fo r
large b, apk reaches a constant value. This behaviour may be deduced
from (4.58).
Vie therefore see that the exponential and Gaussian distributions
both gj.ve fairly reasonable values for the acoustic power density when
the frequency shift is about that observed in an acoustic domain. The
sinusoidal distribution gives reasonable values for the flux for smaller
frequency reductions.
In a delition V! e may e5 td.mate the ac oustic flux dens ity required to
produce a steady state as follows. In a steady state condition, the
acoustic flux gain will be e qual to the lattice loss. The lattice loss
. -12 3/2 -1 (4)(for flux) is given approximately for GdS by a1at Cl 10 wm.
Using (3.32) we have for a steady state in the large signal case
(since F Cl 1)
a =
-100-
1Putting W - Wpk = (we wD)2,!4 we have for a steady state
8 x 1012 E I
~ Cl s_s_y_
where we have used the parameter values given in table 4.1 i.e.
250 lCil/em
This value is about an order of magnitude above that estimated
experimentally (see table 4.1). This may be due to the uncertainty
in the experimental estimates or to the fact that the theolJ( is not
directly applicable to the situation considered. There would seem









Figure Captions Chapter 4
Plot of the trapping factor F against the bunching parameter b
for the Gaussian distribution.
Plot of W~dwc against bunching parameter b for various
harmonics m for the Gaussian distribution.
Plot of w:on/wD against bunching parameter b for various harmonics m
for the Gaussian distribution.
Plot of the ratio of the frequency of peak flux gain to the
small signal peak gain frequency against bunching parruneter b for
the Gaussian distribution.
r-~~
Plot of dimensionless flux ratio against bunchingE2
cva s we
(
WD) tparameter b for various values of a = - ~ y.
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Appendix 4.1
Evalu.::ttion of Cert:t1.n Intefimls
(i) I = 1 J1Tcos rnO dO
1J" 0 1+acos e
1 J
1T im€)d0
Re -'IT ~ + aco ae
Integrals of this type m~ be evaluated using the sUbstitution
i6. d i..:lO 1 ( -1) tz = e l..e. z = ~u.v, cos e =="2 z + z and he integr.:tl becomes
a contour integral around the unit circle in the z-plane i.e.
I ;:: _j_ Re ~
1Ta 1 = R t zm dzi(z-z )(3-Z )- +• (2 2z 1 )l. Z + - +a
where the poles of the integrand z =+ 1a ] are the
2 2z
roots of z + - + 1 = 0a
Clearly, since z+ Z = 1, we see that only z_ lies within the contour
of integration. Using the residue theorem that I = 2ri l: residw a we
immediately find that
I 1::-1Ta Re [ 2m- z~] =z - z
- +
J 2. III(1-0. -1)
m r=2
a y 1 - a
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(ii) I = 1 Jf'IT sin8 sin me de
'TT 1 + a cos e
o
1:;; 2'IT Im 1
1T
imOsin e e de
1 + a cos e
'IT
~ -1 t mz- z z dz
·z-z )z-z r
- +
1= - 2~ I'm 2rri














=:z Im f (z2 _ 1)z dz-2 2(z-z) (z-z)- +
In this case the poles are of 2nd order. To find tho residue at
z :;;Z we must expand. the integrand in a Laurent series about z = z
and determine the coefficient of 1•z The Lo.urent expansibn of the
integrand is
l(z-z _ + zf -11 lz z_ + z-1 (1 + z z --: r
------------...............------ .......------------.....----+~
(z-z )2 (z _ z)2
- - +
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The coefficient of (z_z_)-1 is eanily found to bo
2(2_ - 1 )
(z - z )2
- +






(iV) 1 r (1 de -rr ~2i f za~- 0)2 ::'IT + ucos (z-z_) 2(~-z)+0
1 usinc a simila.r procl3d.ur€l to (iii):::
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Chapter 5
THE NON :r.INMR THEORY OF ACOUSTOELECTRIC GAIN III -
ELECTRIC FIELD AND STRAIN DEPENDENT GAIN
-113-
5.1 Introluction
In the general discussion of acoustic gain in the non-linear regime
given in section 3.1, we noted that the choice of the field variable on which
the gain depended was at our disposal. We have seen in Chapters 3 and 4- how
it is expedient to choose the electron density distribution n accompanying the
acoustic wave, as the independent variable on which the gain ond other
quantities depend, in order to develop an analytical theo~ of the acousto-
electric interaction in the non-linear regime. In this chapter, vie shall
turn to a consideration of acoustic gain a a a function of a.c. eloctric field
or strain.
The philosophy behind the method which we shall develop below is as
follows. We have seen previously that in a large signal acoustic wave in
a conducting piezoeleotric semiconductor, the electrons w~ill tend to become
bunched in the troughs of minimum potential energy. For very large acoustio
power densities, this vvill imply that the Fourier series for the eleotron
density n will have a large harmonic content. In fact, in the limit of
complete bunchang, when the electron distribution becomes a periodic train of
delta-functions, the amplitude at each harmonic becoIIEs equal to that at the
fundamental frequency of the wave. Because of this, in the large signnl regime,
the Fourier series for the electron distribution will be very slowly
convergent. In any calculation of acoustic gain therefore, Care must be
taken to ensure that the strong harmonic content in n is adequately allowed
for.
While the electron distribution in a large signal acoustic wave will contain
many harmonica, it is plausible that this need not be the case for the electric
field or strain in the wave. We shall therefore develop a theory which
allows the calculation of acoustic gain when Ca) the electric field distribution
is taken to be sinusoidal, and when Cb) the strain is taken to be sinu:Joiclal.
The method we shall use is an extension of a technique used recently by
Tien(1) to caloulate aooustoelectric gain in the non-linear reeime when the
strain is sinusoidal. In Tien's calculation the funrlamental frequency of
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1the acoustio wave w is taken to be equal to (wo wD)2~ the small signal
peak gain frequency. We shall remove this restriction and develop the
theory for arbitrary frequencies. In doing so~ we shall find that the
method is applicable to all frequencies when the electric field distribution
1
is taken as sLnus od.da'L,but only to frequencies co il (wo wDr2 when the
strain is taken as sinusoidal. In fact" we shall see that for frequencies
1
W > (wOWD)2~the results of the sinusoidal field and strain calculations
are practically identical.
Thoughout this chapter~ we shall make similar assumptions to those
employed in Chapter 3~ i.e. the strain, electric field, eleotron density,
etc. will be assumed to be made up of travelling waves moving olose to the
sound velocity with slowly varying amplitudes and phases.
- 5.2 Acoustoelectric Gd.n and Dimensionless Variables
In this section" we show how the acoustio gain may be calculated when
the electric field or strain is given.
From equation (3.11)" we see that the complex eain at the mth harmonic of













where k = W/Vs. Hence~ combining (5.1) and (5.2) we have
=
2 3 - 3
-ie ¢m m k'"
= cx. + i6km m
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where ¢m = Em /imk is mth Fourier component of the electrostatic potential.
If we introduce the dimensionless variables
1
Nm = nrlno' Pm = q ¢rI~T, R = (wc wD)2/w
then VIe find that (5.3) becomes·
-d, P m3m=--------2
2R3 (N +.!!:... p )
m R2 m
We see that P is the ratio of the a.c potential to the thermal potential
~T/q, and 2 is the ratio of the frequency to the small signal peak gain




v 6ks m = -
m3 [Pit (N' + ~ pt ) _ pt (N'I + m
2
Pit)]




2 2 2 2]2R3 (NI +!!.. pt) + (Nit +!!:... pit )m R2 m m R2 m
m3rp, (N' + ~p') + P" (N" + m2 P")]
~ m m R2 m m m R2 m
(5.6)
where the single and double primes r-efer to real and imaginary parts,
respectively_
Exp~essed in the same dimensionless form, the formulae (2.28)and (2.27)









222 2meR a + R + m )_
[
2 2~2
2 a a2 a2 + Ca :2m J
where we have introduced the dime=ionl.ess variable a = _ (~ ) i y used
in section (4.4).
Eq_uation (5.2) maybe rewritten in dimensionless form as
(5.9)
= (5.10)




R = (00 Wnr~/w~m, a = - (- r, Nm= nrrfno' Pm = q¢rI~T, (i.e. frequency,c Wo
d.c. field, electron density and a. c. potential), then we may immediately
calculate the acoustic gain together with the other quantities of interest.
Weshall see in the next seotion howthe electron density is related to
the a.c. potential.
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5.3 The Non-Linear Equation for the Electron Density
In this section we shall showhow the ale ot r-on d nsd,ty dintribu i n
follows from a lmowledge of the electric f'LoLd in tho aooustio wa.vo.
The equation of current continuity (3.14) becomes on uoint; POi!l8on'0





d (n... ) wDno (1 - E ) n
wD (L - 1)
dEl + E +w n w I3S 0
= 0
(5.1 )
Equation (5.12) is a linear inhomoGeneousequation'in ',!L with, 0
110
ooeffioients and may be integrated immediately on multiplioo.tion by tho
integrating factor(2)
e
exp (1 ~ (1 - ~) de) = B exp ~ (yO - lop' (e)/E.)
where B = exp (~ 15'>'(0)) and ¢' is, w Ee
to (5.12) is found to be
:,n (yO - ~~;a))
the a.o. potential. Tho solution
n- = e
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where C is a constant of integration. Cmay easily be found from the
condition that we require n/n to be period.ic i.e. nCO) =: n(21f).) Usin~o
this in (5.13) to evaluate C and reinserting the result baok in (5.13),
we find on introduoing the dimensionless variables used above that
w
where
M(a) Rae + p(e)= e de'




I Cl) (5.17)--1 = wD<11(e»Is
Given the a..c. potential, the d.c. field and the frequency of the acoustio wave,
equation (5.17) determines the total current, 'while 5.16 gives the
electron distribution. Using the relation (3.19) I = ~E (1-F) + PI ino a
con.jurntion with (5.17) we find that the trapping factor F in given by
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F = 1 1
< M (a) > Ra
The relations (5.16) and (5.17) were first derived by Beale(3) and
Gurevich (4)~
The results (5.16)-(5.18) together with the formulae derived in
section (5.2) suffice to allow us to calculate acoustoelectrdc gain
for given ¢f(a), a, and R. Unfortillk~tely, the calculation has to be
done nUIIBric ally. The necessary computations have le en ca.rried out
using the RREAC computer and the plan of the calculation and the rosults
are described in the next section.
5.4 Calculation of Acoustic Gain
'ifeshall first outline the steps necessary to calculate the acoustic
gain and other quantities of interest when we are given the electric field
distribution, and then indicate the moclifications necessary to do the
calculation given the acoustic strain. The steps in the calculation are
as follows:
1
Using chosen values of R = (we WD)2/W, (determined by the acoustic
frequency), and a = - (~)~ y, (determined by the d.c. field),together
we
with a chosen as c, electric pot ent Ia'l ratio distribution i.e. p(a), (v/hichvie
(i)
wave
shall take to be cosinusoidal), use equation (5.16) to detenaine n(0)/no
and (5.18) to determine F.
(ii) Fourier analyse nee )/no to obtain the N~s for m = 1 " 2, --- up to
some chosen limit.
(iii) Use these N~s together \'liththe given P~s in equation (5.5) to
1
determine v f>ajK2 (WowD) '2 for required values of m, (we shall only be
concerned ruth m = 1 since for a sinusoi(lal field, Pm = 0, m> 1), and
(5.6) to determine Vs akm /~(WCWD)~if required.
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(iv)
(5.10) for the required range of m,
To modify this procedure if the strain is given as sinusoiclal, we
carry out steps (i), (ii) and (iii) as above'for a sinusoidal electric
field i.e. Pm = Po 1.
1 m,
we see from (5.9) that for m ~ 2, P =-m




of step (ii) to evaluate Pm for m ~ 2~ we then usa these values as a new
• Using bhe results
starting point in step (i) and.proceed through steps (i), (ii) and (iii)
again. This cycle of oporat.LonsLs repeated until the (%1 resulting from
step (iii) has converged to within 1%. Since u = 0 for m ~ 2 we havem
a = 0 for m ~ 2 as was the case for a sinusoidal field. The flux w ism
31' 12now given by ~ = ~1 = 2 pVs S1 •
1
2'
For R ~ 1, i.e. w ~ (wcwu) , we find that the iterations described
The reason for this becomes clear
R2
on noting that since INml s 1, wa have from above IPml ~:2 for m ~ 2.
m
Since we shall be intert:sted in
abova are not really necessa~J.
Hence for R ~ 1, Ip I « 1 for m ~ 2.m
P1 ~ 1, the correctionsto pee) produced by the iterations are small. For
is the case. Again IPml ~ R2/m2 but now sinoeR ~ 1 however the reverse
1
2'
(i.e. w < (Wc wn) )~ fPml for m ~ 2 can be comparable or large r thanR ~ 1
P1• Hence, the harmonics of the electric field produced by the iteration
can be as large or larger then the funda.mantal. In this case, the
iterative process produces large alterations in the acoustic gain, and in
fact for R not too much bigger than 1, becomes non-convergent!
We therefore conclude that the method we have described is applico.blo
1
for co ~ (wo WD)2 to the calculation of acoustic gain wrler the constro.int
of sinusoidal electric field. or strain, the results being nearly equal for the
1
two cases. For co< (wo WD)2 however, the method is only valid for the
calculation of acoustic gain under the constraint of sinusoid.al eleotric field.
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Since YTe are primarily interested in prorlucine;shi:fts in the frequency of
1
peak aooustic gain to frequencies below (wo wDr~', it vall be this lo.tter
case with which we shall be concerned.
The computations outlined in the steps (i) to (iv) above havo beon
oarried out using the Royal Radar Establishment Computer RllliAC and the
results are illustrated in Figs. 7-17.
li'igs.7 and 8 illustrate the electron concentration n/n as givon byo .
equation (5.16) for varyd.ng valoos ofP1the ratio of the a.c. potontio.l1>'
to the twrmal. potentia.1 ~T/ Cl- Wa see that for 11.~ 1, the carrier
concentration is nearly sinusoidal. As P1increaS0S, ~no becomes a
highly bunched Gaussian like pulse. Fig. 7 is for all ::0.1 while FiB. 8
is for aR = 10. The effect of increasing a (i.e. incroanins the d.c.
field) or increasing R (i.e. decreasing the :frequenoy), is s~en to be 0. dbunch-
ing and spreading out of the electron distribution. Tho physic 1r~o.so ~ or
this are easy to underst9.J1d. The increased d.c. electric field acts to 3\'10 p
the electrons out of the troughs of the potential wells (c.f. sec 3.5) r.rh:n
the reduced frequency aids dielectric relaxation. Regions of posi tiv· ':1.l1(1
negative a.c. electric field are also marked. Tho peale of tho electron
distribution is always seen to lie in the region of negative a.c. eloctric
field. In this region the electrons undergo deceleration (to.ldIl(;account of'
our sign conventionl), so that energy is transferred to the acoustic wave
since the bulk of the electrons lie in negative a.c. electric fields. As
the potential wave amplitude increases,~ see from Figs 7 and 8 that the
peak on the electron distributio%?, shifts towards the boundary between the
positive and nega.tive field regions oausing the acoustic gain· to deoreaso.
We note that the electron distribution is almost symmetrio as wc assumed in
Chapter 3.
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~n ""ig. 9 we plot 1-F against ¢1/¢th = 11, for various values of the
product n.R. We see that for the smaller values of aR, (when the
debuncl iJlg effects mentioned above are small) F .. 1 very rapidly i.e.
current saturation occurs for potential well depths of a few times the
thermal potential ¢th = ~T/q. For Ia rger aR however, satura tion does
not occur until ~ > aR, i.e. E' > E -E'.
o s This is understandable on the
basis of the 'staircase' picture of the total electrostatic potential
described earlier in Chapter 3.
It is of sane interest to plot the amplitude of the various ParIDonics
in the electron density distributions given in Figs. 7 and 8. This is
done for the first five harmonics in Figs. -10 and 11. As the amp Li,tude
of the a.C. potential v~ll is increased, the harmonic content in n becomes
very significant. Ultimately as 11 .. co, the electron concentration will
approach a delta-fur.ction-like form,and in this limit the magnitude of each
harraord,ccomponent will reach unity. This behaviour reflects the slow
convergence of the Fourier series for the carrier concentration referred to
previously, and illustrates the use of'the present technique in dealing with
this dif'ficulty. It is clear that the fundamental componerrt of the
electric fiel alone can give rise to a large harmonic content in the electron
density distribution via equation (5.17). Plots similar to Eqs. 7-11 have
1.. (1)(i.e. W = (WCWU)2, by Tien ~been given previously for the case R = 1
In Figs. 12 an 13, the ratio of the 1st hru.nonic gain a1 to the small
signal gain a~s is plotted against <Pi/¢th = 11 for various valm s of a and
for two values of R. It is clear that the gain reduces aa the potential
r-atio 11 increases. This is a consequence of the movene nt of electron
distribution peale mentioned above. In Figs 14- and 15 we illustrate the
frequency dependence of the first harmonic gain. The quantity
v et.1= 25 1is plotted against R for various values of ¢1/¢m
K (WOwD)
-p- 1
and for t~ro values of a. It is clear that the two effects desired are
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present i.e. the gain reduces as the potential amplitude is increased
(or flux increased) and the frequency of peak gain shifts to lower
frequencies (hisher R).
The plot of the frequency ratio of peak 'gain ~k against the potential
amplitude ratio ~ is given in Fig. 18. For the range of parameters over
i~1ich calculations have been carried out, the curve has been found to
be more or less independent of a. The frequency of peak gain bas shifted
by a factor of R = 5 when the potential amplitude ratio ~ 50. Computation
has proved troublesome for lar~r potential ratios.
In Fig. 17 and 18 we plot the flux at the first harmonic
against the potential ratio P1for R = Rpko The curve Vias again found
to be fair~ insensitive to variation of a over the range of values used
(0.1 ~ a ~ 1.0). The shift in frequency of peak gain by a factor of 5
is found at a flux of about 7 kW/cm2, where we have used the parameter values
given in table 4.1. Again this value is in reasonable agreement with the
experimental data given in Chapte r 4-
It is not difficult to compare the results obtained in this Chapter
with the results obtained in Chapter 4- for the Gaussian electron density
distribution. VIe see that a given a.c. electric potential ratio, value of
d.c. field, and frequency, specify the electron density distribution. For
large potential ratios, we have seen from figures 7 and 8 that the electron
distribution is approximately Gaussian. The bunching parameter h used in
Chapter 4 may be measured from Figs 7 and 8 and a direct comparison of
results can then be made. Good agreement is found.
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Figure Captions Chapter 5
Fig. 7 Plots of fractional electron density in a potential waveagainst
e = la: - wt for various potential ratios; ~1= ¢~/¢r.h for
wD
aR : - - y = 0.1.w Regions of positive and negative a.c.
electric field E' are nar'ked.,
Fig. 8 Plots of fractional electron density in a potential waveagainst
e = la: - wt for various potential ratios P1 = ¢1 /¢th forWD
- y = 10.0. Regions of positive and negative a.c.W .aR =-
electric field E' are marked.
Fig. 9 Plot of 1-F (F trapping factor) against the potential ratio
P1 = ¢1/¢th in an acoustic wave fur various values of
aR = - WrJy/w.
Fig. 10 Plot of harmonic content in the electron distribution for various
wDharmo~ m against the potential ratio P1 for aR = - ~y = 0.1.
Fig. 11 Plot of harmonic content in the electron distribution for various
harmonics magainst potential ratio P1 for aR = - Wny/w = 10.0.
Fig. 12 Plots of the ratio Of the fundamental gain"1 to its small
for 2 values of
Fig. 13 Plots of the ratio of the fundamental gain"1 to its small
signal value against potential ratio P1 for 3 values of
1 1






Plots of the dimensionless fundomonta.l g in "1.d x 102 Cl _.:;;._.;...__
K
against frequency ratio R c (wo wD)~/w for VUl~OUO potontit\l
.1.
ratios P1 for a = - (wn/WO)2y = 0.1.
V!I<l1
;x; 10 Cl 2 'f
K (woWn).
againDt frequency ratio R :: (wo wn) ~Au for \Q riOU!l po oti 1 l' t
Plots of the dimensionless fun a.menta.lG in a1 10
1
Plot of Rpk the ratio of tho froquoncy of sr 11 01 P
f\.Ind.amentalgain to the f'rnquenoy 0 ak 6 in gnat p
ratio P1•
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We have seen in the previous Chapters that the non-linear theor,y
of acoustoelectric gain Milch we have developed, contains the major
features of gain in the large signal regime which have been observed
experimentally. These are, (i) the reduction of the acoustic gain
with inoreasing acoustio flux, (ii) the shift in the frequency of peak
gain towards 10Vier frequencies with inoreasing aooustic fluX, and (iii)
\the saturation in the total ourrent through the material as the acoustic
flux increases. The physioal explanation of these three effects would
seem to be as follows.
We have seen in Chapter 5 that as the amplitude of the aooustic
flux or the depth of the acoompanying electric potential well is inoreased
the tendency is for the eleotronsto bunoh themselves more and more olosely
to the minimum of the mechanioal potential energy reIl. (or maximum of
the electric potential well). Because of this, the number of eleotrons
in regions of positive a.c. eleotric field tends to become equal to the
number of electrons in regions of negative a.c. electric field. It is
the imbalanoe between the numbers of electrons in the positive and negativj
a.c. eleotrio field regions which produces acoustoelectrio gain (or loss).
When the numbers beoome nearly equal therefore, as is the tendonoy in a
large amplitude acoustio wave, the gain reduces in magnitude.
Current satura.tion is of similar origin. We have seen that in a
large amplitude acoustic wave the electrons become bunched in regions of
minimum potential energy. This means that they beoome 'trapped' at the
velocity of sound so that the ourrent carried by them will exhibit
saturation at about the synchronous current Is.
The shift in the frequenoy of peak gain towards lower frequencies
with increasing aooustic wave amplitude is slightly more complex. In the
small signal regime, the faot that the frequency of peak gain is
iwpk = (Wo wn)2 may be argued as follows. In order for the aooustio
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gain to be large, it is necessary that the acoompanyingeleotron
density modulation is large and that most electrons travel in regions
of a.c. field which decelerate the~ The size of the electron density
modulation that will accompanya given amplitude of' acoustic strain is
determined by a balance between the rate at whioh eleotron density
modulations are produced by the a.c. electric fields acoompanyingthe
acoustic wave, and the rate at which electron density modulations decay
due to debunohing meohanisms. Those debunching meohanismsare dielectric
relaxation and diffusion. Dielectrio relaxation is characterised by the
If the acoustic wave frequency 00 is greater than Wo then
signifioant debunobing due to dielectric relaxation will not oocur in a
period of the aooustic ''lave. In a period of' the aooustio wave electrons
will diffuse a distanoe - ./Dr/w. If this is less than a wavelen6th
>.. = 2 11"1/00 then signifioant debunching will not oocur. This yields
the oriterion w < con. Hence for no signifioant debunohing, the f'requency CA)
must lie in the range5wc~ w.:t oon. For negative y when we have aooustic
ga:m_ the majority of the electrons lie in regions of decelerating (negative)
field. Increasing the diffusion current (by ourrent continuity), tends to
nove the electron distribution peak towards the region of crossover between
positive and negative fields. For optimumpositioning of' the eleotron
distribution we theref'ore require that diffusion ef'fects are small i.e.
Combiningthese requirements then, it is reasonable that the00 < w.o.
1
peak acoustio gain should oocur vmenw = (wo WD)2. In the nonlinear
large signal regime when the eleotrons are tightly bunohed we mayargue
in a similar fashion. However, in this oase the eleotrons must not
diffuse more than the width of the bunch in a period of' the wa.vei.e.
~ < ~ where w is a parameter which speoifies the bunoh widtil
as a fraotion of' a wavelength. This yields 00 < wn/w2• Westill require
In addition, in order that the eleotrons should lie in the
oorreot part of the electrio field wave, we require that effects produoing
phase shifting of n' relative to Et should be small. Exa.m1na.tionof
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equation (}.22) indioate8 that the term involving ~ .L log !L~ as no
bas a phase shifting effeot.
(On . a n
term be small i.e. (0 < x where x denotes 16 log n;
Weshould therefore require tha.t this
and represents
a parameter wnich determines the phase Shifting of the eleotrons due to
diffusion into regions of acoustic loss. Putting the various requirements
together one has (00'< (0 're (Or/y where y is either w2or x depending on whioh
effect is the most important. Onemight then argue in analogy with
the amall signal case that the frequency of peak gain will be given by
1
(Opk• «(OOOl/Y)2'.
An examination of the results obtained in Chapter 4 for (Opkshow
that this interpretation seems to be bome out. For the exponential and
Gaussian distributions it is clear from (4.}9) and (4.47) that a parameter
relating to the bunch width appears in the denominator of the formula
for wpk. For the oosinusoid however sinoe the bunoh width will be just
the wavelength X, the parameter appearing on the right hand side of
(4.21) must relate to a phase shifting effect.
6.2 Conolusion
Wehave developed a theory of aooustoeleotrio gain in the non-linear
regime. In its present form the theory has several limitations. First,
the theor,y only takes acoount of aooustio gain in one direotion. In
praotioe, the amplification of off-axis waves mentioned in Chapter 2 is
probably oonsiierable in many experimental situations. Second,the theory
is a local one. While this is not a fun(ia.mental limitation, the
difficulties involved in studying the propaga.tion of an acoustic wave
through an 'extended region are formida.ble, especially for the theory ba.sed
on a knowledge of the space cha.rge denSity. Thirdly, the theory is
strictly only applioable to the amplification of aooustic waves in an
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inf'ini te medium. Because of this, the theory may not be direotly
applied to the aooustoelectrio osoillator. It is not clear how .
the theory should be generalised in order to take into aooount situations
where baokward. going as well forward. going 'waves are present •.
However, even with the limitations outlined above, the theory
contains the essential features of acoustoeleotrio gain in the non-
linear regime. The reduotion of the acoustic gain, the shift in the
frequenoy of peak gain towards lower frequenoies,and current saturation
all emerge from the theory which we have developed. The quantitative
comparisons of the results with available experimental data indioate
agreement to within an order of magnitude for the aooustio flux whioh
produoes a given frequenoy shift. In view of the faot that the theory
does not desoribe in detail any speoifio experimental situation this
degree of agreement is encouraging.
Finally. therefore, we oonclude that the non-linear theory of
aooustio gain which bas been developed provides a useful guide to the
qualitative behaviour of aooustio gain in the large signal regime. It
is hoped that ultimately the theory will provide a starting point for
more detailed theories of specifio experimental situations.
Notation
Most of the notation used is summarised below
k = kr + 1ki aooustio wave veotor
w aooustio frequenoy
.e electron mean free pa.th
~ eleotron relaxation time
Vs sound velocity












j particle current density
D elactric displacement
q magnitude of electron charge
n electron density








Wo = ~/~ inverse dielectrio relaxation time
2r- = ~ eleotromechanical coupling constant
Es = vsi~ synchronous field
Eo d.c. electric field
y = 1 - EofEs








= kx - wt phase
a.coustic gain
I total current density
Is = qnovs synchronous ourrent denSity
F trapping factor
N integrated fractional excess eleotron density
I acoustoelectric current densityae
~ Boltzmann's constant
T absolute temperature
¢th = ~T/q th:!rma.lpotential
P = ¢/¢th potential ratio
1
R = (wcwn)2/w frequency ratio
Vlhere the nota.tion coni'licts with that listed above the definition is given
in the context.
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